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fhe entry into Freud cannot avoid being a plunge
into a strange world and a strange language —
a world of sick men, a diagnostic language of
formidable technicallty« But thia strange world
is the world we all of us actually live in*
—

Monaan 0* Brown*

Introduction

This paper will examine police interrogation in the

light of psychoanalytic theory•

Its.:-purpose is to generate

infortaatlon relevant to developing appropriate law to govern

the aifettlssion of confessions in criminal actions*

^e

paper was precipitated by the observation that confession
is an extraordinary act clearly in opposition to the b##t

iht^^ifts of a criminal suspect; no conventional «5^1anatlon

•$i^

to account for the fact that confessions mm

e<mnon$ frequently false/ and given by persons who will suffer
serious consequences as a result of their confessions*

1

have pursued 'psychoanalytic theory with the hope that it
jwould provide such an explanation, and I believe that the
pursuit has been successful*

X have been able to conclude (or at least suggest ifery
strongly) that confessions obtained under any conditions
have inherent qualities which tend to make them irrelevant

to the task of determining objective truth*

Also* I think

that I have been able to demonstrate that a psychological

Hi

isa^rttanaing of what ||^e|WB.''during police interr^«jsl§§§
]0:;|>e;s?$lnent to the pr«>tolem of making a legal e^«3|tt(|*i;Si
o^ particular practices of Interrogators.

||^

Wi-WM

ffce main body of Ih&s:Vpj®i*r has taken the formVoM:;;§

AtJUdy of those aspects of men's personalities which are

irrational and self•destructive.

It has been necessary to

' ih$ld in abayence the cr&rainal lawfs underlying assumption
that men are essentially rational,

I wish to emphasize at

the outset, however, that I do not intend this paper to
stand as a criticism of the underlying assumptions of

crimiaal ^awt; Doubtless an assumption of rationality la

ritc**s«jpy in order to Mye any orderly system of orimiiiill

^a#;:;;^|ch satlsfies.al.||*|^;:;requirements to whi.ch^;;.:jOJ#^;:.^sI
;^^ci^i^;fubjects the cii^^^^aw and its pvpt^^^^^ollc9
v^»**Ss*»

in the san^mll^t

.^•e

the /^^$^:pTt>cm^atm of arrester:i^i^gn^

®eht# and trial*

The o^ihary assumptions of criialii^t iaw

«re not really appl^ca&le :^0:::i|*

Police interrogation^;|}

must be understood iV* |^-\3^gl«jts of more comprehensive i

-|^^

and as a i^®|:tV/t^ problems of evoivl^;:i^§

:^:'|g^^Ki interroglilon^iitod;;tl^s admission of oonl^sic>tts

^Jimisi^;. .^a^ailnaX proceedings!^M&x&i been particularly.ty$$0$^lt+

|^

theory'':^^^nj^pint. some* but not all/ #f

thev;:l^iii^es of pollc# Interrogation*
^^•;w^t

recommend«8ej^

In shortf tMs paper

of Mr# fuller*a tiiiaglned

^oa^chf Rex T1|p ¥jP to^th^ powers of lawmaking aw^Mrcm

«

/•••
iv

lawyers and judges and put those powers in the hands of
psychiatrists and experts in public relations in ordur to

make people happy without rules*2

•^:jl^; fraaework for the discussion of motivation for
confession will be Freudian psychoanalytic theory as ftlrolved

by >reud and others*

This theory Is eminently suited Mr

atich a discussion because it is comprehensive* coherent*

and widely accepted as a useful description of psychological
processes*

In order to relate the psychological pr^ceMses

of interrogation and confession to psychoanalytic the#*y

it will be necessary to restate large portions of that theory*
I will not hesitate to dwell on this aspect of the paper
because it is my intent not only to make a stark restatement

of relevant portions of psychoanalytic theory but to supply
enough; explanatory and illustrative material to make It
c;md£ble*

I have tried to write with the assumption that

the T&&&&T has no knowledge of psychoanalytic theory*4 It

has ngi always been possible# however* to provide a«

|wJe<pa^e explanation of sotne very basic concepts*

It will

be well for a reader to have at least a limited knowledge

of the concepts "id*" Hego*tf and "super-ego**1
The paper is divided into three chapters*

The first

is brief * and it was written merely to make clear that an

<^1^

of why men confess is needed*

Is tbe essence of the paper*

The second J^lapter

It traces psychologies:! ftocesses

^ich begin with instinctual aggressive impulses and end
In complete verbal confession*

Its bulk has been fortified

by applying psychoanalytic theory to police interroga^^
whenever I have found .ifcljs:; ;p^a.»4;ibXe to do so* Thi^
might have been made in a separate chapter* but I b^ll^fe
the system I have adoptsd makes up for Its awlntard^

. enabling me to draw cohciusl<ms while the psycho^jalytil

materials are present ^th t^elr full impact*• ^i^j^L^^
has obviated the need•$&$. leiijgthy restatement*
Chapter three Is ah attest to apply the content o£

chapter two to the process of lawmaking*

It Is a cciMeatary

on "confession law*1 as that law now exists and as it may

develop*

The dialectic^ 'fp^.^B been adopted for ae^gi|il

reasonsi

First* the c^Mp^p-:1j^pBB not attempt a paii^ti||ing

examination of legal di^slo^i

The attempt at car#fi|;|

analysis In the seeond§3|ia^^
changed to an a||^g||§
\ to make comments limit3^||^\|(^lr scope* This^c^h^ulli
; approach Is. reflected §||^
Is. particularly suitedflfl^^

;-A'^
of mai&hg;r<^^

Comment* A psychlatri&l^a^^
''Relator or judge what li&^
coru^I^ratlons must goJ||r^^

carmbt: :te;i|"
Many non*psyc^i|^cal
process*

The. <fe«^^

'• j ^r*l!at£oftship created /|>0^^j^fi3Logn# keeps ti$0}[^0%l^ff^cm
;^ftJbeirig obscured*

Mso*ff§^

nC0nfe#sion law11; is b^^^pj^|| scope of this paper/;.:
only'ka'S such an .examl|^j|^^'^en made BB^Br^':!js§^i^-:^^

^thers/^ but 'It would r|q\^||^0d^elllng on subj'eet^.;|^^||i
pisychlatrists are not ||^pirMy to comment upon* •;$;:.'$3$||||ssion
of vpl$ bits and anatc||$f^^^sos relating to' cort^^l^i^ns
would be awkward and •. i^#:^i^^uiBi:3Lv -*

I have taken all my information about the techniques
of police interrogation from the manual* Criminal Interrogation

and Confessions* by Pred E* Inbau and John E* Raid (1962) *•*
They have been called Tltop~rung interrogators*"4, and Inbau
has been called wthe surest, craftiest interrogator around*11^
Their book evidences a remarkable ability to play to those
psychological considerations which promote confession*

and this ability is combined with an equally remarkable
failure to recognize thca& psychological considerations

which would cast doubt on the merits of interrogation.

They claim that their techniques "all certainly measure
up to the fundamental test that not one of them Is apt

to induce an innocent person to confess**
I have had to rely heavily on Theodor Reikfs Compulsion

To .Confess' in those portions of the paper which discuss

.verbal confession*

Unfortunately, the work is composed Of

if

a series of lectures badly In need of rewriting*

It has

been necessary to extrapolate Reikfs meaning by clarifying
particular statements through the use of many other
statements in the book*

Therefore it will be difficult to

use my footnotes to trace some of the statements which I
have ascribed to Reik to statements in his book which are

exactly the same.

vii

Chapter One

THE IWiUISliTORIAL SYSTEM

In the familiar decision* Watts v* Indiana,® Mr*
Justice Frankfurter wrote* ^Ours is the accusitarial as
q

opposed to the inquisitorial system*117

This Is a pithy

statement of the principle of American law that the* guilt

of a criminal is judged by a jury on the basis of evidence
presented according to strict rules at a trial which

incorporates many procedural safeguards*

At least In

theory we do not try suspects by using Interrogation, with
cpnfea^ion as its goal*
Frankfurters statement, however, can be read to Imply

something mores

The accusatorial and Inquisitorial systems

are ds^ntlally different in their ability to establish the

/$ctu^

of a defendant*

The fact that in certain

Instances all criminal'courts in this country admit confess
sioCMS which result from interrogation perhaps obscures the

•^s^c;!:;^:fferences between the two systems In the minds of
c^rta and lawyers*

Therefore* it will be useful to approach

Interrogation as part of the American judicial sfBtmW

^#j^

the inquisitorial system as it existed in

p$3&$'-\tpvms elsewhere*

My purpose is to demonstrate £hat

co^esslon to a crime la truly an extraordinary evont;,^idch
doea not lend itself t<> easy explanation*

-. 1 -

- 2 -

The Spanish Inquisition was notable for its total
reliance on interrogation and confession and for the great
number of confessions which it was abl<? to obtain*

Jul

autq«»de~fe was the religious ceremony during which the king

and other officials pledged themselves to pursue• h.0:^^i||B
and to support the Inquisition*

Part of the ceremony

;

surrounding this "act of faith11 on the part of offlci^i^
was the reading of heretics1 confessions*

Confessions to

minor ,heresy were read first* and this part of the
ceremonies ended with the reading of confessions of those
persons who would be turned over to secular officials for

burning*

The procedure could be lengthy; the auto^de^ie

of Inquisitor Toulouse in April 1310 lasted fkm; da^a*;:-;;.;In
hifc fifteen years as Inquisitor General (I483*l£t^

Tpr^uemeda is said to hqx® reconciled 90*000 hereti^/^
condemned to be burnt in effegy 6*500 and burnt 8,BQ0*Jf
The main lesson tfo he drawn from the exp^j^

Spanish Inquisition is ;that the inquisitorial system'.'j^.an
effective and efficient ra>Ans of dealing with lawbrealcefs*

If results are judged merely in terms of the number <# s
confessions and convictions* the Inquisitorial system wN6rks
perhaps better than any other*
The character of the Inquisitorial system, howev^*
:is. revealed in British confessions to witchcraft*

These

confessions are uniquely useful to a study of the Inquisi
torial system because all the confessions are by their very

- 3>

nature false (unless one accepts the possibility of literal
"conversation with the devil**)*

One student of prosecutions for witchcraft in Er^land
and Scotland commented*

Some of them present the extraordinary spectacle

of individuals* not only freely (so far as the absence
of physical torture constitutes freedom) confessing
themselves guilty of these imaginary offenses*
with the minutest details of tine and place* but
even charging themselves with having* through a
demoniacal aid thus avowed* committed repeated murders
and other heinous crimes*

The cases in Scotland

are even more monstrous than those In England*-**•*•
I quota the passage mainly for its tone of incredulity*.

Without physcial coercion* persona confessed to the highest
of crimes when they weue innocent of committing them/ $ere~

. pver, they confessed in a manner which was convincing t®
any believer in witchcraft*
r";'

iy.

;

O^ie noteable aspect pf witchcraft confessions is their

abundance of detail,

lasobell Gowdie of Auderne* Scotland*

.^confessed to witchcraft'In 1662* She talked for four days*
confessing as followsi

The second time she met the devil

she renounced her baptism in a ceremony In which she placed
one hand on the top of her head and the other on her foot
giving all between to the devil*

He baptised her In his

nwie and put a mark on her snoulder*

,this point*

A birthmark evidenced

She killed more than half a dozen persons with

her witchcraft and she helped Janet Dreadheid and others kill

all the sons of the Laird of Park!a*

With the help of others*

she blighted the land by yoking a plough of frogs*

The devil

m h

mm

held the plough and Issobell went up and down tbte field pray
ing to the devil that thistles and briars might grow there*

She and her companions copulated with the devil who* although
cold and heavy, was more able sexually than any man*

issobell

had a horse on which she would fly* although bean stalks
served her in the same capacity*

Also she could travel In

the shape of a hare* a cat, a crow, a jack daw* or a rook*^
Issobell1s confession was corroborated when her story
of killing the male children of the Laird of Parkis was

confirmed by Janet Braadheid's confession*

According to

Janet*s confession* they killed the first child by making
a clay Image of it which they roasted until the child died*

They kept the image in a cradle until the next child was

born* ftand then within half a yoir efter that bairno was
borne, we would tak it. out of the cradle* and b^ it: and

rest It at the fyr* until that bairn died also*rll3 ^,1,^*.^.^^
Corroboration of witchcraft confessions was common*^
The English example1 of, Ann Cate of Much Holland;yi#y.
similar to the case of Jasobell Gowdie*

Som^e excerpts-^-.

from her confession follow:

This examinarxt, saith, that she hath four familiars*

which ahee had from her mother about two^and-*twertt^
yeeres since, and that the names of the said impa &re
James* Prlckeare* Hobyn and Sparrow: and that thr*6
of these Imps are like mouses* and fourth like a
,:sp&rrow* which sh# called Sparrow* And this e^apliiant
salth, that to whomsoever shee sent the said Ijrop galled

Sparrow* it killed them presently} and that, for»t; of
all shee sent one of her three Imps like mouses* to
nip the knee of one Robert Freeman* of Little

Clacton In the county of Essex aforesaid* whom the
said imp did so lame* that the said Robert <iyed on

- 5 -

that lameness* within half a years after. &&& And
this examinant saith* that shee sent her said Imp
Sparrow, to kill the childe of one George Parby of
l&ich^Holiaad aforesaid* which child the said imp did
presohtly;kili; and that the offense fchls^examinant

took against the said George Parby* to kill his said
child©* was* because the wife of the said Parby denyed

to give this examinant a pint of milk*1-*
./••/;/^|eu confessions were obtained by using torture* the
character of those confession did not differ frem the

,

character of confessions obtained without torture**®
:;,^}^^ ^b details in witchcraft, confessions render,j^

[•p^d&0^:. and ludicrous* Those details emphasise:^)|^v^(S^|lty
of th# |confessions, but at .the same tirae they represe^t|the
&0vt of content which in another context would be aeceplled
as evidence that a confession is true.

Doubtless tlie

prjps*cMtors of witchcraft found the crdibility of• th* yA

jgoMfessions increased because, of the abundance of detail*
the cietall includes facts which only the person who
Oc^itied the crime could have known.

y

The confessions |

ino^Mll the motive for a crime and a description Of th*|
laetnod of committing the crime.

Such "objective *vidt«l|0*w

as a birthmark on Issobell Gowdie*s shoulder or tn* presence

of A mouse or sparrow near Robert Freeman's home a^ttli* time

o^ hi*yieath as well as corroboration would appear to o^nfira
# confession's valid! tf^^iirie* we know that witeher^tfeonfessiohs are false,

they- prove that circumstantial evidence

and corroboration are of little value in establishing t&e
validity of a confession*

Witchcraft confessions may seem irrelevant to criminal

interrogation in the United States because they e^rldene*

delusional schemes wutc^ strongly suggest insanity*.

3u#h

a conclusion* however* would not explain why th**^'4*X^Ai^Aal
schemes followed a pattern which could be believed by both

the accused witch and her interrogator*

When- a nwltchw

confessed, she confessed to crimes which her society found
altogether credible.

Something other than mere insanity

must bo operative in order to give the confessions <?ont*nt

which was credible to persons other than the nwit&fey

The fact that Interrogation produces confessipr^,,,^|th
a great deal of convincing detail and little actual proof
of guilt is explained by Jerome D* Prank as the result of

collaboration between the Interrogator and a suspect who

is ready to confess*^ The interrogator does not 300^ a
false confession deliberately, but he will approach his
task of interrogation with natural and inevitable £$al*
He may tend to believe that a suspect is guilty, and he will
be interested in having his efforts boar fruit*

Frank

illustrates the process with the following example*
is based on an account from Levi-Strauss *

it

ifi

An adolescent was accused of witchcraft* a capital crime*

because a girl had a convulsion just after he touched
her*

Brought before the priests*, he first tried vainly

to deny his guilt* He then changed his tactics and
made up a long account of his initiation into wltch^
craft* including how he had been taught the us0 of two
drugs, one of whlph made girls mad and the oth^r cured
them* Ordered to produce the drugs* he got two roots*
ate one* feigned a trance, and brought himself out; of
it with the other* He then gave the second to the
girl and declared her cured* This still did hot satisfy
the family of the girl, so he Invented a more dramatic

;•
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stcry, telling hot* all his ancestors were sorcerers
and how he could change into a cat and do other wonderful
things by means of magic feathers. Then he was ordered

to produce one of the feathers. After tearing down
several walls in his home he finally found an old feather
in the mud, which he presented to his prosecutors with
a long explanation of how it was used. Then he had

to repeat the whole story in the public square, adding
new embellishments all the time and ending with a touching
lamentation over the loss of his super-natural powers,
After this he was freed,

fhus the boy acquits himself not be proving h|s

Innocence, but by producing evidence confirming his
guilt.

It seems Obvious that the judges want to

believe that he Ijj ..a;;*orc*rer, for they do not suggest
tests that would be impossible for him to pass,
such as changing himself into a cat, but ask him
«hly to find a feather. I*evi~Strauas sums up;:...*Tbm

judges require (the accused) to corroborate a system
to which they hold only * fragmentary clue and wbiOh

they want him to k*ooftstitute in an appropriate w#y
'.'.-."."• . . • The confes*!oh, strengthened by the participation,
even the complicity of the judges, turns the accused

:'/);\Z:tmom culprit into a collaborator in the charge ...
yy;.:vth* youth succeeded in transforming himself from a
menace to the physical security of the group into
proof of its mental;j^h*r*nce• _Levi-Strauss add* that

they boy, too becpmi* convinced,*1*

An interrogator wilt Itohow all the available facts labout
the case being Investigated, and he will be In a position
to suggest to a suspect what sort of thing he might confess

to. Of course, the sug^s^tioh does not have to be explicit.
Inbau and Beid recommend that an interrogator should
interview the victim, the accuser, or the discoveror of
a crime in order to learn all that is known about it before

he interrogates a suspect,20
The inquisitorial system has been widely employed.
There were many clerical inquisitions other than the Spanish

Inquisition, and the purges under Stalin as well as many
other instances of interrogation by both Russian and Chinese
communists illustrate the use of the system for political

'• 8 -

ends*21 It cannot be denied that use of the inquisitorial
system is a significant part of the criminal investigation
conducted by American police.

liussian purges* like the British witchcraft prosecutions*
lead one to the conclusion that the system has little value

In an effort to determine actual guilt*
/ ': W-

In 1956* Krushchev

• t<mm^n%Bd on a portion of..Stalin* a purges!
A large part of tbese cases are being reviewed

now and a
they were
that from
Collegium

great part of them are being voided because
baseless and falsified* Suffice It to say
1951* to the present time the Military
of the Supreme Court has rehabilitated

7*679 persons* many of whom were rehabilitated posthu**

mously*22

The modern Torquemeda* Vyehinaky* revealed his intimate
knowledge of th* inquisitorial system when he commented
before the General Assephly of the United Hatione on the
repatriation of Copnmunlst prisoners held by the tlnlted
States*

He asserted that the prisoners would appear before

the repatriation commission ttwlth their spirits entirely
broken . * * they will come quaking with fear that will

,

hav^*

implanted in them in the course of that prc)aedur#*

so that they will be utterly Incapable either of asking

y

any questions or of awaiting any answers ~~ because all the

;:y/^r .r:g^Bi&QtM will have been asked and all the answers will

have been forthcoming in advance*nZ®
^bu this brief look at the inquisitorial system has

made abundently clear that confessions have an Inherent 3»k

of reliability*

That lack of reliability will be Imported

Into any system which attempts 'to seek th* truth about an

V '^..9 .V'1-,

occurrence by employing ihterr^gatlon*

As in the recent

and mueh~diacussed Whitmore cas**^ a credible confession
can jprove as false as any other*

Confessions are Insidious

because they disguise their falsity*

all

False confessions share

the characteristics of valid confessions*

The only

truly reliable confession would be one which includes the

confession of some fact which (1) in itself conclusively

proves the guilt of a suspect, (2) could be known to or
mmn guessed by only the person who committed the crime*
not

{$) ^t^known to or surmised by the Interrogator at til* time

pt centbbbIon$ and (l±) can be proved with objectiv*;;^i||*nce*

:$&ch a confession probibly 1* rare, and there wou^::J^||o
••ii^*j^^i&; admit It in evidence during a criminal trl^ 5b*|aus*
,;1$^^

by objective evidence which:\p^y$§«>

^^0^w^thB guilt of a defendant without the supplim^iiry
e^l^^ip of the defendant1© confession*

:^'^-4:J(li^if*«*lon. to a pqltee Interrogator Is an #*^
^ct

it Is an act clearly against on©1* best interests*

y|*>t It occurs frequently* and many times the confeaslons
&&<;•

•|j^;j^^ral***

Hor*over, people who confess falsely t*hd

;:^q::>i^^ie.Va3 in their guilt*2^ In many instances crlmihais
!:yb^/:^ve a professional knowledge of how to commit ycrim*a*
who know something about the law pertaining to those crimes*

^a*id;:whb know or should know what to expect from pollc*y;
exhibit a remarkable inability to remain sileiit while
being interrogated*

^

Doubtless* skilled Interrogators are
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devilishly adept in getting an accused person to talkj

Inbau and Reid's manual on interrogation makes this point
emphatically clear.

levertheless the frequency with which

persons confess to police amounts to such a significant

failure on the part of these persons to protect their own
interests that one can easily conlude that most persons accused

of crimes are merely foolish said ignorant.

Although there

may be at aeast some truth In this conclusion, it is on the
whole too facile.

It seems reasonable to assume that

at least some persons who are made to confess during Inter
rogation are far more shrewd than their interrogators.

There

Is some other variable in the equation which describeswhy
men confess, a variable with the quality of self-defeat*

In order to talk about this variable, it is necessary to
talk about those aspects of human motivation which are not

rational.

It will not be enough to merely discuss remorse

of conscience or ^religious feelings" in such a manner that
they appear to amount to ratl-nal motivations for confessions.

Chapter Two
POLICE IITIHROGATXON AHD COMFBSSIONS EXPLOK1D
IH THE LIGHT OP PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY

Any psychoanalytical discussion of confession must eon~

cern itself primarily with guilt.

By *guilt* I do not mean

remorse resulting from the coass&sslon of some specific

act believed to be wrongful, but a more generalised
guilt existing to some extent in all human personalltl***

A discussion of this "guilt1* will lead to the recognition

of a need for punishmeht ahd a compulsion to ccmf*iw/:^

iiave adopted Freud1 s Civilisation and Its 01scontent*ffife

myj0:'^mto source for jtfee

parts of this discussion*

1* Agression* ^llt*/|and a Meed for Punlshmeiil
\/:-y-y;y^ order to understand guilt, Freud begins 1^
•th^t'.•*••> * * the inclination to aggression is an orlgiihal*

::.«^l^*ubai*tlng instinctual disposition in man * * *V/^f*
^{•^/^^pBBion^ according to Freud, is a destructive or d^ath
Ihatlhct*

Aggressiveness opposes erotic instincts-Xn^^m

pvim&rj task of relating single lndlviduals*'-.f^l^*#^i'|#tcr

To some extent aggressive instincts cannot be expresse^yand
they must be dealt with in some other manner*

Pa^ud;*:.*:•y|fork,

In psychoanalysis led him to the conclusion that th***yag^

gresslve instincts are d*alt with by turning them back
upon their source*

That is* agrees!veness* to s<me extent

- 12 «•

is internalized or introjected*

Aggressiveness *• * *..>• is

taken over by a portion of. the ego* which sets itself over
against the rest of the ego as super-ego* and which now*
in the form of *conscience** is ready to put Into action

against the ego the same harsh aggressiveness that th* ego

•)/:\

would lik* to satisfy vkpon other* extraneous individuals*tt28
The process is a result of an Individuals confrontation

with authority which is first represented primarily by

a chiles parents*

When a parent trains a child by making

him conform his actions to those required by a 3oci*ty* the

I

child is forced to for*go satisfaction of his own lmpj*ls*s*
Authority* th*refore* Is unwelcome* and it is the natural

;?

object.pt instinctual aggression*

Full expression of

that aggression is impossible* however*

If a child doe*

|/;;£...v not conform to the patterns of socialization established

:^:y:.:Jo|vM| by his parents and other figures of authoi^ty*

f;iy:^XaC>Ji^^at*n*d with the loss of the love of th*-;p*^

$||;-^^

is entirely; dependent for all hlB]]:nmM:^y^^orB^

yy.,yL& :child, has-.any internal standards to define wrongdoing*

'^::l^^^^ that wrongful conduct is that wMch tbr*^^

/^y:'};-wlt|i:MpW of love *md with punishment*

Punishment is the

||::i:;:;pe.ans;'through which a child is reinstated as an object ;of
|#V;;V;th^
;/;:^^/.y;V

;^

love*
a process which is beyond the scope of tlitg

paper/ a child's manner.of dealing with his difficult

y

Iv";pconfrontation with the demands of authority Is to ipt*^iali«*

*yX3i ** •

that authority* thereby making a part of himself the mores
which the authority represents*

The commands of authority

are talcen over by a part of the child1 s ego which set* itself
apart from the rest of the child*a ego as a super-ego*
To '.sdpicextent* the super-ego will preserve the aggressiveness

of the original authority* but the truly remarkable aspect

of the creation of the super-ego is that it takes ov*^

itt^

which the child felt l^w^J^

#M<

-til*;,:;«ithorlty*

A child* s relationship with hi»yp^

'Mm characterized by a high degree of ambivalence*:.;^
y|s, the child both love<t and hated (felt aggresslveg*f^y

t^^ll; his parents* With the creation of the sup*r~¥ip*
•;t^&#^^*xpr*SBed aggression toward authorityV;lsl;i%^^}ay^*T
,.feythe super-ego and directed towards the ego*

The 'super-ego

'13y;a,..harshly aggressive source of Internalized coi^ahd* and

,ri^v^^^ upon- the ago to prevent it from carrying o^^.;^;yy^ •
:||^
co^iands*

Impulses in opposition to the now .Interallied
Fundamentally, the child*s fear of authority

h*a beeia supereaeded by the ego1 s fear of the super~$got*

••=:Xy?-aJv3^* aggressiveness of the super-ego maintains that
agg^esalveaess of the original authority* but it should o*

#p^^

yp£y,$^

at this point that at least one of the co^pc5§ents

aggressiveness is not the authority*||

agg^*^kveness* but the aggressiveness which .'was::-pB^^;
toward the authority*

As Freud comments* nThe child**

ego has to content itself with the unhappy role of th© au»

thority — the father •** who has been thus degraded.tt2^
Karl Menninger has pointed out that many suicides can
be interpreted as the killing of persons with whom th©

victim has Identified.3° Through the psychological process
of identification, a person is introjected into one«s own
ego.

Aggression felt toward the introjected person can

become directed toward the ego instead of toward
th© person as an external reality.

The result can be suicide

or some lesser self-destructive act.

Menninger uses as an

example of such a suicide the case of a boy who was
reprimanded by his father for some minor offense and who

hanged himself in a barn a few hours later.

The wish to

kill his real father could not be carried out becuase of
love for the father or perhaps becuase of fear of the

consequences*

A3 a substitute for killing the real father,

the introjected father was killed in an act of self-destruction.

The process can be observed at a more familiar level,

Henninger

refers to the case of a golfer who became angry with a caddy
who hiccoughed while the golfer was putting.
(JsiS#«!i--<- f*V.K

Turning in

anger to the caddy, his verbal outburst was checked by tshe '
arrival of several women players.

The golfer reacted by

swinging his putter in a wide arc, crashing into his ankle

"with sufficient force to evoke a howl of pain and send

him pimping into the clubhouse."31 Menninger cites also
a case in which a man broke his leg in the same manner.32
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At this point it Is possible to conclude that the

psycfeoipgy of all men Includes some self-destructive
component*

From the point of view of the interrogator*

introjected aggression will be the prime factor in
bririging about the self-destructive act of confession If
self-destruction can be channeled to that end*

We are also In a position to observe a few of the

dynamics of self-directed aggression*

Since a fundamental

Boxwp&_,p£ the super-ego *s aggressiveness is an individual*s
surpressed aggressive impulses, the severity of a person*s

super-ego should reflect the degree to which his aggressive

iptpttlses were surpressed and the degree to which they were

e^^sied* Freud, using the work of AIexandei}33 concludes
that ah overly lenient and indulgent parent can cause a
child to form an over severe super-ego because such a

P^^iitils not an appropriate object for expressed aggressiveness*
*skx&y-'cbji'ld of such a parent* for want of an object for his
aggressiveness| will have no alternative but to direct his

aggressive impulses inward*

Conversely, children brought

;up:./,wl||iput love develop little tension between ego and
*^p*r-**go*

Being able to express their aggressive

Impulses* they develop a weak super-ego which allows

:;t|i^-i^. continue to express aggression in all the antl~

^s^^^^des of the delinquent*
The reader should be cautioned not to draw the inapprop

riate conclusion that all delinquent persons are relatively

^ppyt^pm self-destructive tendencies* and that those persons

who commit crimes are precisely those who have a minimum
of those self-destructive tendencies which are a potential

aid to an interrogator*

explalaed so easily*

All criminal behavior cannot b*

For example* it will be explained later

that ihtrojected aggression can itself cause criminality*

'.r;.Bxperience can intensify the aggressiveness of the
super-ego*

One of the means ia which such an intensification

can occur is as follows?
conscious♦

Hot all of the super-ego is

A person is aware of many of the commands of

his super-ego* and to this extent he acknowledges a

•

conscience* but vast parts of the super-ego are unconscious*
Those unconscious portions of the super-ego include much

irrational and infantile "morality*"

Rapaport p>Qint*;-^ut

that the conscious portions of the super-ego require stimulus

nutriment*-***
The maintenance of conscience seems to require th*

continuous nourishment readily provided by a stabl**
traditional environment in which the individualy%M:A
bom* grows up* and ends his lifej that Is* the stimulus
of the presence* opinion* and memories of the ^others*1

who have always known him and always will*35
It is familiar that a ma*}L*s conduct among strang*rs or

p*rha||| In a strange place will not reflect the rest^al||ts
which; 'govern his eonducjb among friends and In f&mX%imm
places*

Yet while in c*#taiji circumstances the conscli^w

coimaiids of the super-*go are subject to cc»a|»J^ii^;^j^|
corru^^on* the unconscious super-ego Is guilty o£:;^-^ch
laxity*

The result is that conduct which has been carried

out because of a weakening of only a portion of
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the super-ego is reacted to by other parts of the
super-ego with undiminished aggressiveness*

Inasmuch as delinquency pan be corrolated with :a^is

or neighborhood having little coherence and providing;'•.;''
few patterns for socialised living, delinquency can be
expected to generate severe aggressiveness in a super-ego

which originally wan without significant strength* •."

Tension between tKe aggressive and authoritative
super-ego and the ego which is subjected to it results

in a sense of guilt*

."Sense of guilt,ff aa it is being

used here, does not mean a sense of guilt resulting
from the commission of any specific acts* nor Is it being
used to denote a phenomenon- of abnormal personalities.

It exists to some degree in all persons, and it results
fron the super-ego*s mere existence.

It may seem

remarkable, then, that moqt persons have no awareness of

this sense of guilt*

The explanation, of course, is that

for the most part, a sense of guilt is unconscious*

In

as much as a sense of guilt is part of conscious experience*
it Is felt only as a general sort of anxiety or discontent*

At most it amounts to a vague "sense of sin* or unworthlness*
The fact that a

sense of guilt is unconscious, however,

does not make it any the less operative*
A sense of guilt expresses itself as a need for punish

ment.

Stated by Freud* * * * * the need for punishment

is an instinctual manifestation on the part of the ego*

- 18 which has become masochistic under the influence of

a sadistic super-egoj It is a portion, that is to say,
of the instinct toward Internal destruction present in

the ego • • • ,M36 The purpose of punishment is to form
an "erotic attachment"*' to the super-ego. The process is
not as unfamiliar as i t sounds,

A child, for example,

will accept punishment in order to reinstate himself as

the object of his parents love.

Religious confession and

pennance follow this theory ftxplicitlyi confession ^ 1

,, - pennance reinstate th.|«*^l||»^ into the grac* .*$;^i|||g

fJaat tension between tpil^'.;fnd super-ego lp'i «*prg||i|jj
as a n«ed for punishme||||li^#jets the earlier rala^i^pip

'fX ..-jb*tw*en a^child and ,au^|^|||; runish»p|t was tfe*^^^!!,,
,y'"' ;©f being caught at a *^|^:'*jcft* and punishffl.nt;.;;w^y|ff|i _
v .;.'• iaeo*afifcary rio^:^^iMcm4^]^^^thovitj has b**n?:$|p|^|||iz«d
,' ,", In $h$,','tovm of :a super|||p;pi||» need for punlabJB*j$;.||l||
:•/,} s-elX-def«ating# yet ;th||||^i|i|iper*ego heritage ;p*^||||§.
;.' ' v$« * slightly. differen|l||piii^l;* Erich From^Ap^^^M^^*
-" bt*34#& story of Cain|§i||||^%lassic illustr^tiO'njii|l|e
'I - • jp&ftt* -that rejection ;^|pMllfl|pvor* than punishja*^||;||;
0od accepted Abelpfe:<t£f;*iflnga but did not;**<

"Cain*s* Without jp|l|f£;;^ reason, aod;;;di£^l&|pi:;::
'Cain the worst thl^iilthafe can be don© t^rm'Mmf0^^
'can not live withif$"!>*l;hjg acceptable to: an"|il?iii*ty*
'B* refused his oflillnjp :,a*id. thus re .looted .,hjjp/;ti|j;;, ,
This rejection va«£iii|$rii&l* for Cain, so &*$&&$$**
killed the rival itjo^$&&ileprlVed .him of. th*v;f||$$|^ ,
pensable. * * # H||v||a1iii|jiQent was to be wi^0$Ml\
outcast; after Oo^;|pi:'^|ected him, heMwaa'r:;|^pilpd
from his fellow a^^v-TOii punishment waa;'indft*i.f||e

'of which Cain had|p:*a*i "My punishment l*::iiii||r
than I can bear,n3iyyy>v

.

..-.;i9:,.-.

Once the super-ego has come into existence, the distinc
tion between doing a forbidden act and wishing to do a
forbidden act disappears.

Even thoughts are known to the

super-ego; and since in the eyes of the super-ego thoughts
are as reprehensible as deeds, the aggressive super-ego

reacts to thoughts as it would react to deeds,

Wrongful

thoughts are equivalent to deeds as the cause for puhl*l|ment
of the ego by the external world,

:;l''yy^b*'super-ego can equate thoughts with deeds.-.'•;;and:.;it

•oaiV'lp'riserve an infantil^i perception of morality /be©a^§ •>
^t is not organized according to principles of reality

:-.§^^figlc,. Unconscious portions of the mlndi^.J^o^.^lil
mi^pj||p entirely diff||i«tL$0n conscious portioh»yy|l
:\!§0$00*& of cpn«cious|p||^:.';f^afailIar because they;:are:|^|n-.
•*clous>i are not present::ltt:;';tho;;'nneonaoious*

Proc#sii|^f||f •

^olai^iiasness relate' t||:;j|i»ilt|r» Attention,^0^a^>S:e^sM||; ' •.

I0:0i0& and judgmentfliift''-ideolsion whether an 'ia*^J§iJ •>.
.*yfc
fy-

Consistent with reality)^y>oour only In consciousnes*yi
| ^ primary characteristic b^consclous processes which

•W:r

t^i^sSiing in unconscious* processes is the ability and

l^^^lsr of conscious tb^Oiijght'••to synthesize its conte^t«*^3
flwe degree of organization ih conscious thought distinguishes
it from unconscious processes; only In conscious thought

d^es rationality and ^feglc exist. Thinking, the orderly
arrangement of thoughts through time, is unique to

consciousness*

Freud has character!zed the unconscious as

nthe Kingdom of the Illogical***& Unconscious proeeas***
lacking logic* order* or judgment { all of which are r«*^
pons!ve to reality)* have only the "logic11 which underlies
dreams but without even the apparent logic which also

characterizes dreams*

IJhco^*^Ious memory Is far more

comprehensive than conscious memory$k$ but of course
memories cannot be organized with relation to time or
with patterns of logic*

These conscious processes are

replaced by symbolic or prellhgual associations**^ the
Iiys.bI3,Ity to distinguish between eontr&rles*4? condeh*i|lon
whlcb r*latea elements unrelated according to any conscious

rational**^ or the displacement of the meaning or im^j?tance
y$^^^

to another element*h*9

•y\;|;;;y4y

^•^ is cliiiar* then* that the unconscious'.BV^B^p0yy
wlli ^t only be harsh* but its tyrany will be at tip**

I^^tlie* unresponsive to reality* irresponsible* 03? 6

t^rl^clpled* The morality of; a child persists In ;,^;pwS*
"^

^^g

need have no relation to logical

ethics*

Also* the super-ego can co^a^.J^

ego to act toward one object (a policeman* for exampl*|
i:iw:V.:?%:,.m*ikflaex» which would be {or was in the past) appropriate

£pp.{"^jiiing toward another object (a father* for exa^i*|

ev*h though the two objects are related only .«pymlH^i4E^3^3r
or in some other superficial way*

Many of the most

-
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aggressive portions of the super-ego do not deserve the

respect usually accorded to "conscience.11

Conscience*

in the ordinary sense* Includes conscious notions of

"right" and "wrong" and therefore it Is not synonomous
with "super-ego."
A case from the criminal law reported by Theodor

Relk Illustrates the unconscious 3uper-egofs irrational

tyrany as well as some other points which have been

discussed*^ The case demonstrates in particular that the
super-ego does not distinguish between thoughts and deeds*

In 1878 a Viennese prostitute, Katherina Steiner,
was accused of murdering her neighbor*

It was established

that either she or one othar person could have committed
the murder*

Katherina denied her guilt, but certain

circumstantial facts militated against her*

The dead

woman had been beautiful* and Katherina was jealous of her.

The two had quarrelled often.

Katherina had threatened

within the hearing of witnesses to kill the dead woman.
The accused had a violent temper and a long record of theft
convictions.

After the murder was discovered, Katherina

was afraid of being alone, was nervous, had nightmares*
and made several remarks which her prison companions

interpreted as signs of bad conscience*

Her defense

exhibited easily discernable contradictions, and her be
havior in court alienated everyone's sympathy.

When in

court, according to her eounsel* "She dressed in her berlbboned best and flirted with the audience; her bold looks
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and her provocative conduct contrasted sharply with the
gravity of the accusation*

At the same time she showed

such ungovernable temper that she had to be put in the

dark cell for three days/"^i The solicitor-general and the
judges of both the trial and appellate courts were convinced

that Katherina killed the dead woman.

However* four years

after Katherina1® conviction the true murderer confessed*

Katherina had wished for the death of the murdered

woman*

In Heikfs analysist

QKer behavioj^ cois^V^*;'--b*lp being peculiar bec#u**

it was the expression of terror felt by human being*
when suddenly and without any effort on their pa;rt|

one of their most in*lstHit but forbidden .-^^s'li««:\-^^RpM*fli
true*

This behavior was inte^

and* judging by i^^hd|;dp.cal reality only* If |Mia
sign of guilt* * ^My^^;$BBT was interpreted.':m^^&

expression of a b|il4t^«|l|l*no** So It was>.:but'.^iil|referred to the ^^§}^BlkeBi..''n6t to the a^t^^llf

; murder*-*2

M^SfM

^y^BMii •

^^y'^J^B ease prmBBntm^p^^l^ an example ofHi|||
jBttptft^ego failing to .^^^^^0^ between a wish aia^
but it demonstrates ^^^^^^mtm^' of guilt, B^m00^k
itself^as a need for |^i*hip|it* .Katherina $^

.;guy^^|>ut her actiona||o^tri|il.cted that 6en^^.^:j^0^^in^

'guilt1 In a manner whic||||§||oj|Jirt: and .other p*r»o^iW:^*i||
.able to respond to as ^|^i*|^ld have responded ;tO;^*y8||^ied
eonf.aalon.
t ' «

Her bold i^<i jfjirtatlous behavlblr *|^*dp|#

pur^oa*, and it can bef |nterprJsted only as a corifea8|^oi| of

guilt. It was purely pe^t^lltructive*
Katherina Steiner's super-«go reacted to wishes which
were actually realized, but rniirderous wishes alone are

;y;23.'--,'
are sufficient to create guilt and a corresponding need

for punishment.^ Indeed Katherina'a way of life exhibits
many self-defeating qualities apart from her response
to the murder.

She was a prostitute and a th&af with :

many convictions.

Her temper was severe, and she expressed

her wish to kill in the presence of dfchers.

We can ovserv© at this point that the self-de*t:rttcj|lv*
force which will be the/interrogator's ally in produci«|
a.confession is, in its most essential aspects, irratlo»al

to an almost unimaglneable degree.

In other words* the

"guilt" which expresses itself in self-destructive behavior
does not correspond to the "guilt" which the law would

punish,.

The%iorallty" of the super-ego is not founded ;

on judgment and reason as is the more customary morality
of ethics or as is the morality which is contained in law,
both of which bear a close relationship to reality.

;

The proposition that thoughts are the true progehpor

of guilt is given at least some recognition by Inbauand
Reid when they recommend that an interrogator ask a suspect
whether he ever thought about committing the alleged offense

or one similar to it.^- Of course the theory that thoughts
and not acts generate guilt Is contrary to the primary

assumptions upon which Inbau and ReidVs interrogation manual
Is predicated.

Of course, the degree to which the behavior of a

person under Interrogation will be self-defeating will
be a function of the intensity of the person*s sense of

guilt.

As can be surmised from the fact that the most

essential portions of the super-ego are unconscious*

the intensity of a sense of guilt cannot be described by
..principles which have that sort of logic and rationality

which Is founded on reality* Nevertheless* certain principles
which relate to the intensity of a sense of guilt can be
established*

The super-egofs aggressiveness originated in the renun

ciation of aggressive instincts toward figures of authority

a consequent internalizing of that aggression.

Once authority

Isinternalised in an aggressive super-ego* it demands

further renunciations of aggressive impulses.

Indeed* Its

very function is to prevent the direct expression of

instinctual impulse**

tfith each further renunciation of

an aggressive Impulse or an Impulse with aggressive co^
its aggressiveness

ponents the super-ego maintains or even Increasesyiby taking
over the aggression of the renounced impulse*

Consequfintly*

a sense of guilt -*• the egofs fear of the super-ego— is
maintained or intensified*

Since the super-ego finds *<|ually

reprehensible an instinctual Impulse (wish) and the act of
carrying out that impulse, instinct renunciation does TOt

obviate a sense of guilt and a demand for punishment*
The Impulse alone gives rise to a sense of guilt when

the super-ego comes into existence, yet the renunciation
c?f that impulse Intensifies the super-egofs aggressiveness*

"Every renunciation of instinct now becomes a dynamic scmrce
of conscience and every fresh renunciation increases tlj*

iatt*rf* severity and intolerance*"^

We are led to the seeming paradox that renunciation
of instinctual impulses docs not lead to a

sense of

well-being but to a sense of guilt* a need for punishment
and the demand for further renunciation*

The man of

greatest apparent virtue* the man with the most severe

super-ego* Is the most oppressed with a sense of sin*

We

are forced to conclude that the wages of both virtue and
sin are death*

The truth of the above paragraph can be illustrated

with the historical example of Simon Stylltea*** y-4..horrible
stench, intolerable to others* exhaled from his .bo^^;-:::fi^d
worms dropped from hire wherever he went*

Worms filled Mis

;;]b*dy;.;-:;-jSt times he would'leave his monastary to sl^eg^in^

a dry wfell*

He lived for thirty years on the< top'.;;:o^y^-:';illlar

*lxty feet high* exposed to the weather in all seasohsWyOn

vt& pillar he spent his time praying* ceaselessly,*^;/;:^-.

:^&pld|^y;' bending his body almost to his' feet v./.Fory^
'^^^iii*; stood, on one leg," the other one being ^cbv*^;<$:.y::S
(Mth. ulcers*

His.-biographer was commanded to pic;fcyu^C,-t&*

;:Worm&V'Which fell from his body to replace them In the *fr*«*
y^-X% tu pcBBlblB to formulate the principle ttot^ ^
.strong and overdeveloped super-ego results in a high degree

of guilt and a great need for punlshmeht*

The p*r*c$V^

;who', would probably appear to be meek* virtuous, .^dvhoh-*^;

Jaggreaslve has strong self-destructive tendencies* Sui<^| a

pBTBon shou&d be an easy mark for an interrogator* :^.;^i||dy
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of those American soldiers who collaborated with their
communist captors revealed that they were persons whoie

backgrounds and family experience hadcreated in them a
£0,

strong sense of guilt.-*7

Another principle of the dynamics of guilt put

forward by Freud is that ill-luck, external frustration, etc,
bring about an increased sense of guilt. Freud accounts
for this with the following explanation?

As long as things go well with a man, his «>™e^«

is lenient and lets the ego do all sorts of things,
but whenmisfortune befalls him, he searches his soul,

acknowledges his sinfulness, heightens the demands of
punishes himself with penances. Whole peoples have
behaved in this way and still do. ,^ia, however,^
is easily explained by the original infantile stage
of conscience, which, as we see, 3s not given up .
after the int»Je*tion of the super-ego, but p*r»i**s

his conscience, imoosea abstinences on himself ana

along side of it and behind it. Pate is regarded^as
a substitute for the parental agency. If a man is
unfortunate it means that he is no longer loved hy this
highest power; and, threatened by, such a loss or love, ae
(4»c. *»» bows to the parental representative in his

s^pV£?go ~ arepresentative whom, in his days of good
fortune, he was ready to neglect.>°

Although this explanation exhibits the Ingenuity-Of
which Preud was so eminently capable, it is too:t*&i$$and

directly contradictory to the more basic theory set forth
by Freud in the same discussion. The substitution of fate
for a parental agency would be more convincing if the
response to bad fortune were the same as the response to
a parent. Before he has a super-ego, a child fears

parental authority when he has done something which he
knows will alienate that authority. More precisely he
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fears punishment*

...

He cannot truly be said to feel guilty*

0ullt is the stress between ego and super-ego, and u super*
ego does not exist yet*

If the child is punished, he Is

reinstated Into his parents * love*

If fate Is truly

analogous to a parental agency, reverses of fortune would

b# equivalent to punishment from an authority*

Punishment

of this sort does not create guilt but restores the amicable

relationship between child and authority.

:;|^^

In the child^

loss of love and punishment ;aro,;the;.:

v,sa^*yljri. the' sense that punishment is the expression,of; ;•'
jthe loss of love*

At %h&. same time It redeems that lost

-i^v^*,^;AWhen Preud analog ?^s fate to a parental agency^yhe
.,lmpiif4: that punishment (bad fortune} ia an expreaslQny$f
ipasyof love and that additional self-imposed• puhisteeht
Will result as an attempt at reinstatement*

This impilcation

;4o0s;: npt correspond to any aspect of the chlld-parent/y.-.;

^r^^ti^nship before the formation of a BV&er~egQ.*-.:::

^fe^^

as the expression of a sense of';:gi^iltyi*

;:a.",dekand;whieh Freud accounts for only by introducing the
ppxicp$& of super-ego into his theory*

Therefore*. anylncr*ased

B^ja9%y0 guilt as a response to bad fortune cannot be accounted
foif;;'af;:tii9 response of an ^infantile conscience**1,-M&.yy\
y::

^at turn elsewhere to account for Freud.f a'observation: ;,tfe*t

:an,increased sense of guilt is the response to biid:;;for|i|n**

:,...,• Such an explanation is provided by ttetuiing
According to his theory, aggression is freed to ..be;;;4lr*^ted
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toward the ego when ambivalent object attachmenta have been
upset.

All of a person** relationships contain both

erotic and aggressive elements.

In primitive peoples or

in persona of an immature personality development, the degree

of ambivalence is great,60 Such persona are relatively
incapable of making positive object attachments which are

free from a high degree of ambivalence*

That Is, sueh

attachments will contain strong aggressive components,

When object attachments are upaet those aggressive components
cease to he bound up with the previously prevailing erotic

components, and they are free to be directed against the ©go

Into which the lost ob|*et h*d been introjected.

Of jeoarse,

the upsetting of object *^t^hjient8 is equivalent t* had
•^or^u)3li»

y.:Jy!|i|miiag*rt* explanation;"which aecounts for :an..;inor*aaed
«*»»« of guilt resultiig "from bad fortune also aooounta
for th* fact, demonstrated^ hy Henninger, that the ;lhcfeased

•**;l£*i*«truetion {the ©^r***jipn of a senae of guiltJ::$S*a
n©^ correepond to an objective and rational aasesament of

the severity of th© bat fortune.

It will reflect th*

amount of aggression In^ the ambivalent object atta#Jt^iit*
lieMijhier demonstrates this proposition by pointing toy
the seemingly inadequate events which preclpltat* jSaay :

suicides*

His *aM»pl«*l*^:*';i«»B*n who killed herself

after missing two train*, a h*y who committed suield* after

.hi*:::p*i canary died, and. * :farmer who took hla life aft*r

his only cow died*61 If**Vfactthat an upset in objeot
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attachments or

bad fortune can precipitate the ultimate

self^destructive act of suield* provides further testimony
tbat the aggressivene** which the super-ego directs

toward the ego Is a formidable force Indeed and that
th* resulting need for punishment can be a need for punlshraent

rof:';^*:''»o*t severe sort.
^nnlnger1* theory *<mp*l* acceptance* but It I*

predicated on an ob**r^|i^n which demands some trtddlfI#tlon

'^y^m^A^B over-all description of the super-ego*

f^

'^^^^^ng^r^a- theory I* that aggressive Impulsesy^B^y^*^d*r*d harmless to *^^ ^|ent by being bo\inHaL-: ^jpt'-'^i"^^^-- •

Th*r«i;dil^#\%bbubb of guilt &obb '^

1|jiN^

*r|^*« lutc»aatleally from tb* ^

of..a^resgl^

f|m|)uls*8* If the eon^f^::-^^ true* It would'.-"--i»i«»^;"
;if: difference If obje:||::jl*la
were upset;^
j|n;;^
of Kath#rip&:::^
discussed above* ^
•JMKiX gall* was In i^t'.gw^

because; t^

;^^eit^% died* Relk ^^g^c^mv this point*:- :Q^
|i^

ID^herln$i^

after the saurdei^^

f^*^|^^:'r#«r'or'b*ing Sl^f;''ij|^cito had not existed;:'^00p^^
|^j|';||^oiuit«- for "thi»;J^
that Katherfi^
^Jw^y^i;

'

i^AM^yMyy--'^

^^'\-:::-^

y$pM. i^m•*. * revenge** •|;H|ty#i*3| explanat1on of why she ;,y;;

^^^^.jt^mr revenge lar;S«ii^i|g:*. If a fear of reveni* jl|
y.•• :.vy'>yyyyy-i.. •

yyv'.'--y'.•'••'•••"•".•:

• • y^:y:./y

•:*;:ip||||tolpgically generated fe*r, no explanation is *f#*red

:ij^c|i|:>ifcy' it should arla*;:\^pn;:;the woman*s actual d©&th *^
It would have to arise in an Internal world where prior death
wishes were the ultimate reality.

• 3© -

FreudVa over-all theory is not directly contradicted,
however*

Although w© must accept that the ability of

aggressive impulses to bring about a

sens© of guilt 18

partially undermined when these impulses are fused with
erotic impulses, they are not made totally harmless,

poubtless

Preud*s psychoanalytic experience provided sufficient evidence
of the banner in which renunciation of Impulses resulted

in a sens© of guilt to force acceptance of th© proposition
that our original theory is substantially correct*

fh©

caa* of the boy who hanged himself in a barn after he
was ohaatiaed by his father illustrates the fact that Freud

Is essentially correct when he asserts that unrealized
wish©* result in a strongly aggressive super-ego which, in

.:^r^g.:!lring* about a severe heed for punishment* :¥&t>...*•
imuet accept the subtle modification that an unrealized wiah
and a realized wish ar* only approximately equal in their

ability to bring about a sense of guilt.

If a person**

instinctual wishes are real!fc*a# whether by that person*©
own acts or (as in the ease of Katherina Steiner) by

some other persons acts, the resulting sense of guilt will
be somewhat mor© intense than they would have been if the
'

wishes had not been realized,

Freud»s theory of the super-ego can be shored up further

by the observation that when the forbidden act occurs and
when it la a criminal act, an opportunity for punishment
Is at hand.

In the case of Katherina

Steiner, her behavior

pressed for conviction of a capital offense.

She was,

i.

•••.-, 3i -

In fact* sentenced to death* although the sentence was

later comrmuied to life imprisonment*^ Prior to the
murder, any acts which expressed the fact that Katherina

was guilty of murder in the eyes of the super-ego would
have been ineffectual for the purpose of leading to
punishment*

Once again we have seen that the intensity of that
self*destruetlv© force which provides the interrogator

with his only hope of getting a confession Is affected
bf events Irrelevant to a person*a suspected criminal

activity*

We can conclude that a person will be more

Ukely to confess if he has experienced bad fortune*

A suspectfs arrest and lnt*r»g^t|on is* In Itself* bad
f^rtun* and might tend to intensify those psychological
fore** which promote confe*sicn*

So far I have been careful to speak of wgulittt only
a* the tension between th* ego and the aggressive

By®B^i&gpm

More commonly ^gullt* denote* a consclou*

feeling which results from committing an act whiob I*
believed to be wrongful*

For the purpose of clarity* I

will iffer to the guilt which results from an act iMfetulply
commissioned as "remorse***

In Freudian terms, rmiior**

results when an instinctual Impulse becomes sufficiently

strong to override the Inhibiting commands of the super-ego*
When this occurs* the ego Is free to carry out the id Impulse
In spite of the super-ego*

The remorse which follows

presupposes the existence of a super-ego which has forbidden

y :;** 32*,:
the act even though the demanded impulse renunciation has
not been effected*

^

When the impulse has hBBTi carried out*

flthe fomer balance of power Is restored**^ and the super-ego
is In a position to condemn the impulse or wish just as if
It had not been carried out*

Therefore* the sense of guilt

and need for punishment which results from doing the

forbidden deed is no different" from th* sense of guilt and
mB& for punishment which results from not doing the

forbidden deed*

Of course* the wish which was carried out

;::,-yW to be a strong one In order for any act to have been
perforwsdi despite the super-ego* and therefore the

' . ''2^fultlng sense of guilt will be correspondingly inten***
Since guilt arising from perforaiing an act I* not sub*t*ntlally

:; :dlfferent from guilt whio^:would arise from not peri^rpilng
y •:

-'•'.%.

•.•;.. •.•y/...''y y.'-:i'.'• ;;y-:-'

/4 iry^
4iV1, ^y^.y-y^

'"yyy--v:- •'••.-. •..-•••

>

••"-y

to Igihpr* remorse as a subject for
consideration*

;•y^V;y

,||. y§J'l|:';::y:^. /Since the law has a special concern with':ii^^^;4:;X,-'
.y|||:.'|y;'- • ;;act*;;iw3txially perforae|li*y^
fa&iite®wi%<:. y:-y';y'.:' .- -...•.y- y;:

cannot dismiss'. v'r^p|»e
• y^;:ffi$0^$&&»®&

'•yyy'y.•.• y.vy.;-;-

^/Ig yy^-lnPreud* s cavalier maiq|^^

what has been *aida|f*ady*

i|;^y^y,^^^;;^^ see that the ri^#^j*,:^hlch follows a:.ytfishVe:£^

^^'£^

&n a*|v^^:b^ng about a specially .^|||aQelfied

Imff^
.|iy^

pf/'|||^
f&
^;j^

r:y^

act upset^p^

of the actor1s:ofe|eil ^

; Such an3fV*nt. is a common oecurrenceVy

a persbhyWho''is not a total stranger-^uld
an object Relationship*

FBI statistics show

all, murders originate In conflicts

or between acquaintances*^ gven if th*

..-.Jf3,-,
coBaaisslon of an illegal act do©s not directly lead to a

disturbance of object relationships, one can speculate that
such indirect consequence as the need to live as a fugitive

or the experience of being accused (with or without evidence)

would bring about alteration in object relationships^
Prom the point of view of the police interrogator^:*t
least one force acting to intensify a sense of guilt-results

frow the actual com^B^:i^J^t.& crime,

Aggressiva wfsj|f*

wiiioh are actually rea||»©4;::'Will result in a sense:;;^|:.;j||llt
greater than the senae^O^guilt which would hayeyreijaliid
frora the mere exlstene*.:;o^:::tho^e aggressive' li«pu:^J©*y;.::y
%ffl.fi'A*l*4i'

Sowever, it is not nec||'||^y::;|pr the act which-breuj^ll
about realization of t|^|l|^b;ISiden wish to ^hav© •b©^#y||§
'committed by the parso^;|&a*^h©d for th© W^iM^i!j0§*,'Fo:r,.e?cajaple, a man whc{^^if:,;||L» wife will not'l*^l;;^|j| •

gttf'Itjfc.'.than he would ;h^j|:;,|;^:^.8 wife had been killj9|.;§|
someone' else*. 3fet :theJ||a^/wtio8e wife di*s fpr,afcy;;:r*;apn-

wXll 'feel more guilty ,th^h,::|3*;::^ould nave if. hi»;:wl^^||i •.,
not'J(i* ©v«n though .h©|^i::^ti# her dead,:... The f*^§|ij§

it. doe* not matter: wh*|p^^.:;4©^fch wish©© are realiE©^:||||ough
qrt agency other than t|*]|>*is)o|i. holding• thos*,:de:af^|fii§©8
•is illustrated by the ^a^*,pf/::^ath©riha Steiner*: ::yyyy||,

ROgg©»s collectiol^^cf^esalons by innocent;^l||ra«^6
-includes the'case of 3§||e*r*p3.d'Francis R, Hobel ;^^.;|1|.''
in 1953 confessed to t0:;ia^# .of Ma coinmon-la« >^;f* I

who actually had died of al^«,rt attack.^7 Women ha^*y
confessed to the killing children who di©d naturally or

A ':": :•:.

...• - M who were never born,

wOne such described the whol© scene

with touching minuteness, the wailing of the young child,
its piteous look, Its burial In a little grave at the foot

of a pine tree.

And none of It was true,"6

Persons who confess falsely need not have a personal

relatiohship with the criift©.

More than 200 persons <eohf*»s«d

to th© kidnapping and murder of th© Lindbergh baby.-^
•'••' 70

Doubtless most of these confessions appeared to be fal**#

and provided no significant danger of precipitating a f^la©

conviction.

One cannot however, assume th*tt.th©::;f^lc|ifiing.
::.Z-rkyy&.-' •

ca^* Is atypicali .

In 1951 a deputy Shariff in Indianola, T^;a*ii#.. •
sippi and his new *ssist*jat obtained detailed :eo*$e*,*
aions from three Jiegroeato th© murder of a per^onr
whoa* mother had reported him missing,

tfhey conf**a©d

that they murdered the misaing person with a brick
and threw his body into the Sunflower River,

Th* officers started dragging the river.without.-i^dcess.
.JPha next morning the mother of th* alleged victim got

y

;. ,*.:i©tter from him:itmm;- last St. Louis. Ihe"pr©||syioeat©d
him there,?*

With other cases collectad byHogg© in th© same note* th©
above case illustrates that faCtae confessions can be mad© by

*eve)pajl p©rsono who eonfeea. Jointly,
The foregoing analysis has very nearly returned mi to

the initial position o^ ^reud in which a wish ia *nuiva|eat

limlot. Presume ably some wrongful act has taken place
before anyone is being interrogated about its commission*
If a person wished for th© results of the criminal act,

his feelings of guilt will be increased by Its commisalon,
but it makes no difference whether such a person is responsible
for the commission of the act or not.

When an act has brought

: ;y- .35. >
significant harm to a suspect1© object relationships* that
person will tend to act as if h© w©r© guilty of th© coramisaion

of the act whether such a fact la true or not.

It fallows

that the confession of si|.ch a person should b© particularly

susp*ct;

yyyyyiyy

' y:yiff •••

Of course, the imj^^|tt:|on arises that the **^|j|||$ltlv*
act of confession woullg|>*:-'j^re likely to b©;-:.per^^^|||y .
the person actually res^o^al^bli© for th© oriraihal;*^t:-ii!feiy

because, that person hap||o}^s*©s8 strong aggr©saiv*:.;lp^uiaes

jptilitating for the' com|p^^n:::pf the act in order::;!^!^©
act to nave occurred* liiicB^et'Lprinciple is onl^:.'a|g(|«^i^ate
in a'^^al: .oontext how^^©^y;-:^ie husband of a ;muri^ryeil::||oman

might have harbored;st|||n^^:::aggresslv© impulses:tb«*?pi|his

ifif© than did the •©a*u$|J|^^
Hi* s*n*e of 'guilt• ujpK>^:|^a<i(!pth would'then:':b4:*ir^|^,
thanyt% sens© of 'guil||^^ij(|i^;r*al murdereri ln^©i^|^|tors
ml glit find It easier 't^p§£eit . a confession of the};::«ii^er

from the innocent husb||^||ii&j;from the guilty ^m^^ii0i •:
.The foregoing dis^|^|^^||llustrates also thatf|||||* • '
'f '.

confessions can occur ||||^:':thOugh the guilt in which: :||||y' :
.originate has nothing g^|ftV^M to do with th© actuaiy:||| •
commission of a crlm©i|:^i^r**- resulting from th© :*Oj^iil88ion
of a .prime, "remorse" resuliti^ from the r©allzatic|iv|i||crlm©
wiaheai and guilt havi||j|^;ie^biiection at all with.:*::oj|p»#
"all can. result in conf|*|i^y I Freud's facile dia^as*l|
for psychoanalytic =purp:o;s**:^jf; distinctions b©tw*©n^>r*Wor»e

and, m&x represents alllll© which as a practioa^:ltt©r
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is appropriate for understanding the guilt which i* operative

inoauslng men to confess to police.
to

It has been possible

draw distinctions between remorse and guilt on th©

level of psychoanalytic theory, but these differeneeis hay©

few;|i|ctlcal ramifications in the field of police int©rrogatiorC Practical conclusions do not follow for two::r*%onsi
First, although remora© by definition results from .M-*l*©«g*ul
a.ott it in no way reflects the responsibility for th* commission
'•of.^ist: wrongful act.

Second, guilt and remorse both -

can precipitate convincing confessions.

It follows, tfe^n*

that whether a person confesses depends less on the fact

of his legal guilt than on his psychological 'makeup,,.: ^,Al„,#

II.

The Relation of Self-destruction to Other

"""""

aetormlnanta of, gahavior

The ego's need for punishment which results from the

...a^g|j^|iveneas of th© sup*r~*gd la an ever-pre«ent:;f^|f!|p?-

S*£ :psy<§ilc life, but. o|||p<^:$f s«v©ral demands whilhjl
^determine actions«

Si

Th^'je^^must answer to the d*3&a*$*|f

|o1f;i|h|t^* tyranical mast©^ aimultaneoiMlly ---::tb*:;,is^ep|ego,
;wti|:;iio|§'and the external,.j»©*ii:ty.-7.2 fh® dlpiomatio;;;ta*|a .,•
:::©j|:th© ego ar© dramati§|§i|^:pr*ud in the follc^n^^a^ag© s
yyyy;Qy®.xxs, to ^ih© '.•i,of^^i^0ln frOB1 ***© exp*ri*n***l:||| '• •

...... M'^M^^thm perceptuali^^ipit is earmarked^;:fo*y*iili~ •
yyy:::yyil|^tlng the demanlp^ii* external.worfd^::'^^;iii:|| • ',
l::4B^^i:i^?ives too' to: b©-:'*:/!!!*! sdrvant of th* i<t^^S|| :

l:l::.:yi:yyyirl1ttaln on good %»W^^m0itMt to recommend .i#£tlp§i|;
ii=aiy"v:.:•'•'.• :#o-it as an. obJ*oRi|p|-!gt»j?*ttr*©t Its libido .tfei^gl - •
t§lly^';:. its©lf« In its aiftip^'lt© mediate- between."th*lli| .
py?t:' :: and realityi it ifc^te'ir'.obliged to cloak the i4hoo||scious

IfK-'^r-:':^:^i-:©^roands of the i&:iitnvits .own pr©consei;o^:;irJ^ii|al-

$&-•

f::y:'!y:yy|i*tlon8* to cone©:al..t.h©::id's conflicts-::with\.:i*all|y,

•i:-:yt©j profess* with dipl^ati© dising©n©ousn*aa^r-:t#:,h*
:y\vl;;::::y';':::-::|i|cing notic© of i©alj,ity'.:*v©n when th© id ha*;>'-'•:-a
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remained rigid and unyielding. On th* other hand
it is observed at every step it takei by th© strict
super-ego, which lays down definite standards
for its conduct, without taking account of its diffi
culties from the direction of the id and the external

world, and which, if those standards are not ob*y*Ji,
punishes it with intense feelings of inferiority
and of guilt. Thus the ego, driven by th© idr confined
by th© super«©go, repulsed by reality, struggles to
master its economic task of bringing about harmony

among forces and influences working in and upon it!
and we can understand how it is that so ofton w© cannot

surpress a cry:

"Life is not easyt"'-*

Waelder describes the task of the ego as an even mor©

complicated one.

He distinguishes the compulsion to repeat

from other instincts originating in the id and classifies

it as a fourth agent acting upon hte ego, ^ While the ego
is being acted upon by these four outside agencies, the
eg! must take a role which is other than passive so that
it will not be overwhelmed by the forces acting upon it.

The ego must assign itself the task of preserving its*l£
from ©*ch of the forces which act upon it,

Waelder sees

this task as comprising four more separate problems, /bringing
the total to eight,
&'«•<

Each of these problems is really]:&group

of problems. For example, the task of dealing with 1^*- «
demand* of external reality is the aggregate of dealingwith
each of the problems posed by external reality.

yy:;yThe conclusion to be drawn from this account of y

vdemahils:: placed upon th© ego is valid regardless:of Vth*.::
Specific number of forces which we decide act

©go.

upon tb*ff

Any act oC the ego, and as a result, any humani *©t,

will represent a compromise solution to several simultaneous

?:*^dy|ofcicting demands.7^ Any specific action is; ^nlllely

to be totally effective aa a response to a single and
specific demand which the ego Is subjected to.

fix®

conclusion for a police interrogator to draw from this

discussion is that external reality will demand. .tl^t^^y
accused person remain silent in order to preserve his

liberty, but this demand will be compromised withVotner:y
demands by fisycfaologlpal necessity*

The other demands itfhich

we are specifically concerned with are * of course* the
demands of the aggressive super-ego.

These demands

are diametrically opposed to the reality's demand for silence

because the result of .the super-ego1s aggressiveness Is a
need for punishment*

An interrogator can pick out those statements of a
suspect which betray a compromise with the super-ego*

Inbau and Reid point out to interrogators that such

equivocal answers as ^Not that I remember11 instead of
an unequivocal wHon should be treated as disguised
admissions*'

III* The Ability of Quilt to Cause an<a &B&t>m-.lgrimes

byhWh" -v, »«<i\

One aspect of psychoanalytic theory tends to demonstrate
that a sense of guilt produces confessions which can hp relied

upon*

The theory* initially stated by Preudt?7 provides

that a sense of guilt produces not only the confession #ut
the crime as well*

In other words* an unconscious sense

of guilt turns certain persons into criminals*

Quilt

Is not the product of the crime* but Its motive*
crimes Preud emphasizes princlpley the fact that a

In such
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"criminal from a sense of guilt* finds some relief in Ms
drimlnal activity because Ms unconscious sense of guilt
is attached to something specific.

It is clear that the commission of a crime which i|

the product of a sense of guilt has the capacity to ferliig
about punishment* the expression of a sense of guilt*
Criminality, of course* is only one means of bringing
about punishment*
various.

Other means of self^punishment are

Some of the mere familiar are suicide* asceticism,

alcohol addiction, self-mutilation (even in such a mild

form as nail biting), "accidents** Impotence and frigidity*
etc.

The fact that feelings of guilt cause crimes accb«i|ts
for the senselessness and apparently thoughtless quality

of many crimes.

The criminal himself does not understand

his crime because its motivation Is greatly unconscious*

An overwhelming nuiriber of criminals combine great caution

with easily avoided mistakes.

Unconscious self-betrayal

is an expression of the underlying* unconscious guilt which

is clamoring to be revealed*'8
Crimes which are caused by a sense of g\*ilt are
characteristically committed by young persons or persons

with immature personalities J,9

The persons who commit these

crimes cannot resist those impulses to commit crimes,

present In all persons, but neither can they escape
censure from their super-egos*

Having yielded to their.

impulses, they must also seek punishment*

They will allow

themselves to be caught or even eouamit provocative crimes*^

- 1|X> -

An example of such a crime is provided by the case

of 9ert tfhipley*. age 23* * On the evening of the day he
was released from prison having served a sentence on several
charges involving car theft and burglary, he found a car

with keys in It and drove it away on the main road leading
out of his city.

He was about seven miles out of the city

when he noticed a car overtaking him and heard the car,1.*
horn.

He was terrified, and he put on all possible speed

to pass the car which was in front of him*

He was rounding

a curve in. the., wrong, lane, and he met a car coming toward
him.

To avoid collision he swerved off the road and came

to a stop in a potato field.

The car which had been behind

him followed him into the field, and Whipley gave himself

up tc the men inside. .The men were not policemen, but
the owners of the potato field.

tfhipley, however, confessed

tc the car theft immediately and was turned over to the.

police.
s.r

>

He was sentenced .to prison, but escaped from the •

jail while awaiting transfer.

He went to a theatre to ws.it

for dark, but left before that time.

He walked a half .

tdle along the main street in the daylight and was picked
up by the police*

-aiipley was intelligent*

Prison tests revealed that

his intelligence equalled that, of the average college
student*

Yet his crlninal record was long.

During, the.

preceding nine years he wa3 at liberty only for twenty-two
nonths.

His background was such that a criminal career

~>1 would have been one of the few profitable careers available

to him* yet he failed in burglary at every turn.

The case

provides an example of self-betrayal which can be explained
only as resulting from unconscious motivation.
Even if it is not clear that a particulax* crime has

been caused by a sense of 3ui.lt and a need for punishment*

guilt may be revealed in the cormnlssion of the crine itself*

One of the most startling cases of a criminal's exhibition
of self-defeating conduct is the Hungarian case of ??anz
Gal.

82

Gal heard that his neighbor had sold his oxen* and

he planned to break into the neighbor1s house to steal the
raoaey.

He waited until the neighbor and his wife had left

the house and then stole the money*

The neighbor1s

six-year-old daughter had been left at home, and Oal deter
mined to kill this witness.

He tied a rope with a noose

to a beam in the celling and asked the girl to stand on
a chair and put her head Into it*

At the girlfs request*

Gal himself stood on the chair to show her how tc do it*

Suddenly the chair slipped out from under Gal* and ha
wa<* found dead when the neighbor returned home*

Punishment

preceded the forbidden act of murderr but this Is not
surprising since we have seen that the wish or intent to
commit the act is not substantially different tvotr- the

deed itself from the point of view of the super-ego*
rieed for punishment drove the ego to death as the ego
had unconsciously willed*

The
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Relk discusses what Is apparently the Leopold and
Loeb case and claims that several of its aspects cannot b©

understood without assuming an underlying sense of guilt.°3
One of the murderers left his glasses at the location of

the crime even though the murder was planned with exceeding
care.

He accounts for the defendants' insolence and defiance

at trial as further unconscious self-betrayal.

Crimes which proceed from a sens© of guilt tend to
establish the need for committing crimes of ever?increasing

magnitude,81+ The emotional relief resulting from the com
mission of a crime is short-lived, and it is followed by

a resurgence of guilt now increased with the guilt (or
remorse) derived from wishing and carrying out the forbidden
act.

A need for punishment Is an increasing pressure for

persons caught up In this cycle, and their transgressions
will increase in gravity until they approximate in degree
the repressed murderous impulses of the criminal.

A

sense of guilt becomes oppressive to the extent that the
carrying out of forbidden impulses is only secondarily
the motive of the crimes,

Menninger considers the fact that guilt is th©
motivation for crime to b* of such importance that it Is

necessary to draw a clear distinction between criminals

who are caught and criminals who are not caught,®5
He points out that very few crimes are solved and that

the persons charged with crimes tend to have a long record
of criminal activity.

His conclusion is that criminals
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who are actually apprehended by police are mainly those

criminals whose guilt has caused them to commit their
crimes and at the same time caused them to betray them
selves*

in other words* criminals caught by police are

a special class of criminals which are not representative
of all criminals*

In aa much as Wenninger's conclusion Is empirical*
it must be respected*

In psychoanalytic theory, however*

it Is poisalble to distinguish between those persons who

commit criraes because of a sense of feulit-in order t^ reduce
that sense of guilt or bring about punishment and those

persons who commit crimes because the impulse to carry out

the wrongful act reached such intensity that it could not

be overridden by the injunctions of a harsh super-ego*

Both

classes of persons will have a strong sense of guilt which
will be revealed In self-punitive behavior*

Both classes

of persons, therefore, are likely to be apprehended*

Parenthetically* the fact that crime can be caused by
a sense of guilt and a corresponding need for punishment
provides Interesting commentary on the theory of deterrence

In penology*

Certain crimes will be committed because

the law imposes a penalty, ^

and the persons who commit

these crimes are those most likely to be caught*

Curl&ttaly,

when the death penalty was Restored in Oregon in 1920,
87

the statefs homicide rate almost doubled within a year* '

Of course, the explanation is not clear, but Oregon's
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homicide,,rate was not explained in any other way*

It is

curious to note also that when a crime is widely publicized,
frequently a succession of similar crimes follows*
We can conclude then in certain instances that the

super-ego is responsible for the commission of a crime*

the detection of that crime,and finally the confession
of that crime to an interrogator.

In such instances*

a confession should not be difficult to elicit*

Frequently,

such crimes will be characterized by their bungled quality
and by the psychologically Immature personality of the person
who commits them*

At least the former characteristic

can be noticed easily by an interrogator, as it would have
been In the case of Bert Whipley*

Moreover* persons

who commit crimes out of a sense of guilt or with a great
sense of guilt are likely to be apprehended*

They will

provide the main fare for an interrogator even though these
persons may not commit the majority of crimes*

IV* Confession

So far this paper has tacitly assumed that a sense

of guilt and a need for punishment will result in a
compulsion to confess*

The assumption was justified

only to the limited extent that confession In certain
instances will bring about punishment*

In other words*

confession can be the direct result of a need for punishment*

Psychoanalytic theory provides a more sophisticated
explanation*

Confession serves two distinct purposes:

- 45 First, a need for punishment is displaced into a need to
confess, and therefore confession is a partial direct

gratification of that need for punishment***®

Second,

guilt originates with the repression of impulses by the
super-ego, and confession of those impulses can bring about

partial gratification* ^ This second proposition Is
more relevant to psychoanalysis where any particular

confession is likely to be partial and expressed in symbolic

terms without patent meaning to either patient or analyst*
Doubtless surpessed impulses achieve some gratification when

a police interrogator is successful in getting the kind
of confession he seeks, but no significant conclusion

follows from this psychoanalytic observation beyond the fact
that still another factor has been Isolated which px^eases
for the self-defeating act of criminal confession*
The propostion that the compulsion to confess is a

displaced need for punishment is more directly relevant
to the basic theory which I have attempted to develop.
That a need for punishment can be transformed into a

compulsion to confess as If by magic may bbbm extra

ordinary, but it must be remembered that the displacement

or transfbpaation :takes place in the realm of the unconscious
where logic holds no sway, and where displacement Is a
characteristic process*

In as much as a need for punishment

has been displaced Into a compulsion to confess* the

confession itself is required to ease guilt and not the

confession coupled with subsequent punishment*

has

Confession

become equivalent to punishment*
The process is more familiar than it seems when it is

stated abstractly*

Reik, in his description of the shift

from a need for punishment to a compulsion to confess that

these remarks are based on, gives several characteristic

examples*

Children who have committed some wrongful act

(presumably after they have developed a super-ego) appear
to fear the punishment which will result when the act
Is revealed to their parents.

Reik points out that a

closer examination of the situation reveals that often
a child is more concerned with the scene In which he must

tell his parents of his misdeed than with the punishment
which will follow*

He has transformed his fear of punishment

into a fear of confession, and the confession has become

more terrifying than the punishment*

Similar displacements

of fear can be observed in the student who Is anxious only
before an examination or in a soldier who Is fearful

before a battle but not while it Is going on*

Indeed,

a person can recognize in himself and in others that a concern

with flbeing found out11 Is greater in many instances than

a concern with the consequences of "being found out;11
one's reputation may seem more important than one's
well»b®Ing*

A compulsion to confess is not in itself enough to bring
about an immediate confession of the sort that would be
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suitable to a police Interrogator.

The principle reason

why a verbal, conscious confession is difficult, is the
fact that a person with a compulsion to confess has little

conscious recognition of the origin of his guilt.

As soon

as wrongful impulses occur a person is capable of unconscious

betrayal,90 but conscious confession must be preceded by
a conscious recognition of the psychic meaning of wrongful

conduct (which in its essence was an impulse}.^1 "The
perpetrator knows of his deed but he does not know In what

underground connection it stands with the emotional processes

since his early childhood, and what unconscious meaning
It conceals.

The deed originated in id-tendencies.

The

ego has perhaps not yet taken notice of the crime."92
Confession is the process in which conscience gets its

voice.93 Confession is the process in which the ego takes
notice of the wrongful deed, and the process requires

time and effort.9il- Reik has described the process by
which the ego takes notice of the meaning of a crime and

the effort involved in this process as confession work, ^
The product of confession work is a widening of
consciousness.

When a criminal deed is committed, its

perpetrator will probably have an intellectual recognition
of the deed, but this is net enough to bring about the

self-defeating act of confession.

Through confession work,

a criminal enlarges hl3 knowledge of th© mere fact that

he committed the deed to include recognition of its

-In
significance*

Reik does not make clear the character with

which the unconscious meaning of the criminal act presents
itself to the consciousness of the criminal*

Presumably

confession does not enable the criminal to articulate the

specific underlying meaning of his deed in the language
of a psychoanalyst*

It seems reasonable to assume that

confession work puts an emotional charge on the criminal's

recognition of the fact that he has committed a crime and
that the emotional charge is in the nature of a conscious

and tormenting guilt*

In othfer words, through confession

work, the criminal achieves conscious knowledge of the
fact that the deed which he has committed has great personal
meaning*

The time and effort which goes into confession Is

expended upon resolving the conflict between the criminal's
attempt to conceal the meaning of his deed from his own
consciousness and the opposite tendency for the meaning
of the deed to make Itself known consciously to that

confession can alletiate the underlying sense of guilt*

Both a realistic fear of punishment and an excessive irrational
need for punishment inhibit confession*

The ego fears

punishment and militates for concealment of the crimen

But

the ego also fears the super-ego and the anxiety or guilt
witnuwhich the super-ego torments the ego is a harsher

punishment than the punishment imposed by any earthly

judge*^ Confession would mitigate the sense of guilt*

* 49 but a strong need for punishment inhibits confession*

In the dynamics of psychological economy, the demands
of the super-ego cannot be satisfied so easilyj the
displacement of a need for punishment Into a compulsion

to confess cannot be complete*

The ego seeks the benefits

of confession for the purpose of escaping the tyrany of the

super-ego, but in order to realise those benefits the super-ego
must be at least partially placated.

Confession work describes

a process of torment through which anxiety is overcome*
Suffering is intense because the full terrors of conscience

must be lived through*

Confession work exhibits itself while it is going on
with partial confessions and unconscious substitute actions.
Unconscious substitute actions would consist of acts of

self-betrayal or statements which would amount to a partial
confession if properly Interpreted*
The end result of confession work will be a complete,

verbal confession made to a father representative*

Id

impulses which have been condemned by the super-ego (the
internal father) are shown to a father-representativf*to
achieve relief from guilt*

This aspect of confession illustrates

the infantile origin of the displacement of a need for

punishment Into a compulsion to confess*
The fact that confession work is an agonizing process

which caters to a need for punishment explains why the

resulting confesalon frequently Is made in an unemotional
and unaflfoefcive manner* The tortures of conscience have
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been lived through in the preceding suffering.

Also, th©

criminal may await th© punishment"imposed by th© state with
little anxiety.
This discussion of confession work has proceeded on

the assumption that the person confessing has actually
committed the act to which he confesses.

however, that this is not necessarily so.

We have seen,

The process

of confession merely transforms unconscious processes into
conscious processes,

Th© transformed unconscious

processes which underlie confession besr no particular
relation to reality,

An interrogator is adept at bringing about partial
confessions during the process of confession work, and

he exploits them fully as an aid to bringing about complete
confession.

Inbau and Reid give Interrogators many

instructions for this endeavor.

recommended:

The following ploys are

Sympathize with the suspect by telling him

that mnyone else under similar circumstances *r conditions
|||i.^||ti-M

might have done th© same thing.
seriousness of th© offense*

Minimize the moral

Suggest a less revolting

and more morally aacptable motivation or reason for the
offense than that which is known or suspected.

Sympathize

with the suspect by condemning his victim, by condemning
his accomplice or by condemning anyone else upon whom some

degree of moral responsibility might be placed for the

crime in question*97 Interrogators are told to point
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out the possibility of exaggeration on the part of the
#jf#'

accuser or victim,^® and they work to make the suspect admit
that he was at the scene of the crime or in some sort of

contact with the victim or the occurrence." An attempt
is made to make the suspect admit to some incidental

aspect of the crine*1®0 All these procedures give the
accused an opportunity to make a verbal confession to

something less than full responsibility for the crime
charged*

Many aspects of interrogation generate or provide
the punishment which is essential to confession work*

Interrogation — and m^re detention as well —

demands

that a suspect focus his attention on the alleged crime*
Under such conditions* confession work cannot be put aside

easily.

More important Is the fact that interrogation in

Itself is punishment.101 Interrogation is not carried on
as a voluntary and casual" dialogue between persons who
are willing to respect each others Integrity*

The inter

rogator treats his ^subject^harshly, and does his best
to make him fearful and uncomfortable.

Such tortura

spiritual!3 can provide the partial punishment which the
super-ego demands*

Here we can see the psychological use of physical
abuse.

It enhances the likelihood of confession because

it can provide the punishment which Is a prerequisite to
confession*

In this psychological sense, an accused
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person will not confess in order to terminate or avoid
pain, but he will demand pain so that he is able to confess.
Corporal punishment, then, has no special quality merely
because it is physical. Police "third degree" can be

equated with the harsh and abusing manner of an inter
rogator in its ability to promote confession.
Several conditions for interrogation serve to create

anxiety or to prevent its relief. Inbau and Eeid suggest
that the suspect and the interrogator should sit close to
each other in straight-backed chairs with no table or
desk in between them.

The suspect should not be

allowed to smoke, 1£)3 nor should he be allowed to play with
loose objects during the interrogation.

10k

A confession must be made to a father-representative.

Therefore a police interrogator must cast himself in that
role. He must take advantage of what psychiatrists call
transference.

Transference begins with a compulsion to repeat.

Preud observed that when a person represses Impulses, h©
is obliged to repeat that repressed material as contemporary

experience instead of remembering that material as something
tc be ascribed to the past.

Repressed Impulses are

acted out in a transference situation.10^ In the trans
ference stiuation, a person will act toward another in a
*»

±,1

manner which is not reponsive tc the actual situation.

10o

Impulses which were not expressed toward a person In some

- $3 past situation are transfered to a representative of that

person.
way:

Anna Preud defines fttransferenceM in the following

"By transference we mean all those Impulses

experienced by the patient In his relation with the

analyst which are not newly created by th© objective
analytic situation but have their source in early —
the very earliest —

indeed

object-relation and are now merely

revived upder the influence of the repetition-compulsion.Ifl°7
It may seem surprising that the impulses can be repeated
to a father-representative, but that thoy could not be

expressed fully in the past*

We have sbbix that confession

is, In fact, inhibited by a sense of guilt and a need
for punishment, and therefore confession is by no means
automatic even in an appropriate transference situation*
Yet it is the transference stiuation which makes confession

possible once the inhibiting need for punishment Is overcome*
Confession is possible In a transference situation because
such a situation Is different from the real situations

which pr»e6eded it*

It Is an "intermediate realm between

fantasy and life"10® in which old impulses are awakened
with their prior intensity.

Por the impulses to be

expressed, words must replace actions in the transference

situation.

^ A child's first aggressive impulses were

directed toward his father or cither figures,of authority,
and it was the father's moras which the child Internalized.

- 54 In a transference situation with a strong need for pun

ishment no longer present, repressed aggression can be

shown to a phantom father for the first time.110 The
Initial aggression Is shown through an act of confession*
Transference Is a part of the relationship between

a patient and a psychiatrist or other psychotherapist, ,

but the same phenomenon is a part of the relationship between
a suspect and a police interrogator*

The main difference

between police interrogation and psychotherapy is its purpose.
Psychotherapy is conducted as an attempt to aid a patient,
whereas police interrogation is conducted as an attempt
to cater to self-destructive impulses for the purpose
of bringing about the self-defeating act of confession.

Interrogation is recognized to be much like psychotherapy
when the interrogation is conducted by a political enemy.

Then interrogation is likely to be called "brainwashing*11
Many of an interrogator's techniques are directed to
bringing about transference*

A good Interrogator

will

not appear to be working toward his suspect's conviction*

He will appear in the role of one who is merely seeking

the truth*111

He will express interest and confidence in

the suspect*1^ aaci &6 will act in a sympathetic and

understanding manner.11^

decency and respect.11**

A suspect should be treated with

Inbau and Reid suggest that an

interrogator's attitude of sympathy and understanding can
be brought about if the interrogator pictures himself
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in the suspect's position and then attempts to justify or

excuse the crime.•*••*•£ In certain instances a well-timed
pat on the shoulder or a grip of the hand is effective in

bringing about a confession."1*1
Inbau and Reid recommend those techniques which bring

about transference for use particularly when a suspect
is believed to have committed an "emotional crime?

(usually a crime against a person), and when his mental

anguish is apparent.11^ This one empirical observation tends
to confirm many of the Important points which have been

made in this paper.

There is first the observation that

crimes against persons produce strong mental anguish.

Presumably

these are the crimes which make little sense when viewed

objectively, and therefore they must arise from the abnor
mally strong aggreseive Impulses present in a personality
characterized by highly ambivalent relationships.

The

persons who commit such crimes will be likely to confess.
The mental anguish is specific evidence of confession work
and self-punishment.

An interrogator who confronts th©

person who has committed such a crime and who is experiencing
confession work needs to do little more than provide an
appropriate transference situation.

Inbau and Reid report a case which illustrates th©

importance of transference.118 Asixty-year-old woman
called the police tc report that one of her boarders

had died, apparently of natural causes.

The man had been
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the woman1 s sleeping companion, and he had, in fact,
died as a result of a small-caliber bullet wound in the

back.

The woman was suspected of the killing.

The

police captain who took the woman to the interrogation
room where an interrogator was ready to question her pointed
to the room as they approached it and shouted, "Get in there

you old whore; this man wants to talk to you*"

The

interrogator was careful to address the woman as "Mrs*

,"

and he sent for food when he learned that the wonan had

not been given anything to eat since ehe arrived at the
police station some time before.

In a short time the

woman confessed to killing the boarder, and before she

was through talking, she confessed also to killing her

husband several years before.

The case not only focuses

on the importance of transference, but it illustrates as

well the manner in which the partial and disguised
confessions which precede a full verbal confession aid

criminal investigation.

The woman acted suspiciously

from the start and brought herself to the attention of
the police.

I have discussed previously the need of police inter
rogators to act harshly toi^rard their suspects, and this
need may seem to contradict the requirements of the trans

ference situation.

The interrogator must play both the

role; of an abuser and of a father-representative.

This is

accomplished in what inbau and Reid call "the frlendly-unfrindly
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act."

119

The technique is recommended to be xised on

suspects who do not respond to interrogation with any

significant quantity of affect.

It appears safe to assume

that these are the persons who are not experiencing con

fession work.

Such persons are not likely to appear guilty

or to betray themselves.

Presumably the "unfriendly act"

will prim© the process of confession work by providing some
punishment.

The "friendly-unfriendly act" can be conducted by
two parsons who question the suspect alternately, but
one interrogator can play both the roles.
difficult as it may sound.

This is not as

Inbau and Held instruct

interrogators as follows;

When a single interrogator acts out both parts
he feigns impatience and unfriendliness by getting
up from his chair and addressing the subject somewhat
as follows: "Joe, I thought that there was something
basically decent and honorable in you but apparently
there isn't.

The hell with it, if that's the way you

want to leave It; I don't give a damn.11

The interrogator

then sits down in the chair again, and after a brief

pauae^ with no conversation'at aMk, -may say* flJoe,
you'd tax the patience of a saint the way you've

been acting. But I guess there is something worth
while in you anyway.w Or the interrogator may even
apologize for his loss of patience by saying, !lI'm
sorry. That's the first time I've lost my head like
that." The interrogator then starts all over again
with the reappllcation of the sympathetic approach
that formed the basis for his efforts PVXq? to the

above described outburst of impatience.XciU
I have pointed out above that the ego is responsive
to the demands of reality, id Impulses and the inhibiting

forces of the super-ego.

During interrogation the ego
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will fear punishment (i.e* the consequences of confession)
as a response to reality, and at the same time it will

need punishment because of Its isolation with the ouper-ego.

An Interrogator must address himself to the ego's fear of
punishment.

He reduces the ego's fear of punishment by

weakening the ego's ability to assess reality and to act
in a manner which is censistant with the demands of reality.
We have saen that he Is aided in this task by the super-ego

because the aggression of the super-ego tends to generate
guilt of such intensity that the punishment which the ego
fears is mild in comparison.

In other words, the need fcr

punishment and and a compulsion to confers overcomes a
fear of punishment out of the sheer intensity.

That part of the ego which fears punishment because

it Is able to assess the consequences of confession real!a-

tlcally originates from experience,

121

and its strength

can be decreased by controlling the "reality11 which a person
experiences at a given time.

By providing an appropriate

setting for Interrogation, an interrogator can minimisehis suspect's ability to respond realistically to the

Interrogation situation,

tfe have seen that a suspect's

behavior will never be entirely responsive to the realities

of the interrogation situation because all his acts must

compromise the demands of reality with other psychic
demands.

The task of an Interrogator is to weaken the suspect's

relative autonomy from these other demands.
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The part of a person's ego which is reality-oriented

depends on stimulation from reality to maintain its stability*
In other words, when the senses which precelve reality

axie deprived of stimulation, the ego tends to lose the
benefits it has derived from experience; a person will

tend to act as if police, courts and prisons did not exist*

In a psychological experiment subjects were put in a sound
proof, blacked-cut room, &n& they were restrained in such
a way that other sensations were minimized.

The subjects

experienced autistic fantasies, and their ability to pursue

ordered sequences of thought decreased.

When repetitive

verbal information was given to them against this back
§fs

ground of stimulus deprivation, the subjects tended to

experience this information as "truth*"

That is, they

believed the information with delusional intensity*

122

When a person is arrested, the patterns of his experience
are altered greatly and precipitously.

He is cut off from

his family and friends and placed In an unfamiliar setting*
The environment in which he has an identity is lost, and

there is little tc call up associations with his life

before arrest*

Privacy and liberty are lost*

Although he

is not necessarily deprived of perceptual stimulation,
the content of that stimulation will tend to be unrelated
to the main patterns of his life*

In an interrogation room, perceptual stimulation is
reduced to a minimum*

Interrogation is most effective
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when no parsons other than the suspect and the intex^rogator
are present in the Interrogation room*

*

Inbau and Reid

set forth the requirements of an effective interrogation
room:

In providing for privacy during interrogations
it is advisable to select a quiet room with none
of the usual police surroundings, and with no
distractions within the subject's view. If existing
facilities permit, a special room, or rooms, should
be set aside for this purpose.
In any event, the
room should be as free as possible from outside
noises, and it should also be a room into which no

ono will have occasion: to enter or pass through
while the interrogation Is in progress.
The less there is in the surroundings of an
Interrogation room to remind a criminal offender,
suspect, witness, or other prospective informant
that he is In police custody or in jail, or that the
penitentiary awaits him or someone else about whom
he may have Incriminating information, the easier it
is for him to make a frank statement or to supply
the interrogator with the desired information. To this
end$ therefore, it is well to select a room without
barred windows, or9 better yet, one without any windows
at all. it # #

The Interrogation room should contain no ornaments,
pictures, or other objects which would In any way
distrct the attention of a person being Interviewed;
and this suggestion also refers tc the presence,
within the subject's reach, of small, loose objects,
such as paper clips or pencils, that he may be
Inclined tc pick m> and fumble with during the course

of Interrogation.-^/j.

Care is taken during interrogation to prevent the suspect

from making repeated denials of his guilt, and the suspect
is prevented from making any statements during the early
stages of Interrogation*

^

When two persons are suspected

of having participated in the same crime, they are questioned
separately, but it is told or Implied to each one that the

other has confessed* c

The Interrogal
Interrogator wea s civilian

clothing, and he avoids notetaking* 2?
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In this setting of stimulus deprivation, the interro

gator will express his confidence In the suspect1** guilt*
He will point out to the suspect that he Is acting as a

guilty ran would act and that there Is evidence to prove

his guilt.12J Inbau and Reid reconmend that the Interrogator
begin the questioning by saying something like, "Therefs
been a considerable amount of investigation in this case

and it Indicates that you havenH told the whole truth* 12<*
Indications of stress such as pulsation of the carotid

artery, excessive activity of the adair*f8 apple, dryness of
the mouth or a "peculiar feeling inside"

are pointed out

to the suspect as indications of the fact that he is guilty*^°
The attempt Is made to make the suspect feel that his
131

resistance tc confession Is futile. *^

Those forces which Inhibit confession will also

tend to prevent a person from remaining silent in the iface
of an accusation of guilt.

Psychologically, silence Is

recognized as negative confession; and, at least unconsciously,

a person will recognize it as such.* If a suspect being
Interrogated tries to remain silent and not discuss the

alleged crime with the Interrogator, the Interrogator has
no difficulty in playing to a suspect*s impulses not to
remain silent*

Inbau and Raid recommend this tactic:

"Joe, you have a right to remain silent. That1a
your privilege and I!m the last person in the world
who'll try to take it away from you. If that's the
way you want to leave this, O.K* But let me ask
you this. Suppose you were in my shoes and I were in

^Erratum:

The following footnote should appear here:

Compulsion To Confess 272.
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yours and you called me in to ask me about this and
I told youj **l don't want to answer any of your

questions.!

Tou'd think I had something to hide,

and you'd probably be right In thinking that* That's
exactly what I'll have to think about you, and so
will everybody else* So let's sit here and talk

this whole thing over*1-*2
A more subtle technique recommended by the same interrogators
Is to refer to some non-existing incriminating evidence to

see If the suspect will try to explain it away*

If the

suspect tries, that is understood to be indicltive of

his guilt*1^3
Inbau and Eeld set forth evidence that lulling a sus

pect's sense of reality Is of critical importance when they
point out that a written confession must be presented to

a person immediately after his oral confession*

They say

that a person is most likely to repudiate his confession

If he is put in a room with other prisoners before the
written confession has been prepared*

Moreover* they

recommend that a written confession be obtained in the

Interrogation room since even moving to another room

may result in refusal by the suspect to sign his confession**^
The effects of the environment in which interrogation

takes place have been described by Balzac in the following
passage;

It is difficult for those at large to Imagine what
this sudden isolation Is to the accused person * * * *

This absolute separation, so instantaneously and so

easily brought about, causes an upset in all his
facilities, and a fearful prostration of the mind} above
all, when the person happens to be one not familiar,
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through his antecedents, with the ways of the law.
!The duel between the accused man and the examining

judge is therefore, all the more terrible because
the latter has for auxiliary the silence of th*
walls

r

•

•

•

•

These point* one. explained, the least emo

tional person will tremble at the effect produced
by three causes of terror — isolation, silence,
and remorse•^•35

Chapter Three

CAN PSYCHOANALYTIC THEORY AID LAWMAKING?
AN EXOERCISE IN DIALECTIC

Carson Culpa first came to the attention of the
police In the city of Bonalex when he appeared at the

police station, claiming that "his girl11 had been murdered.
His manner was curiously evasive and suspicious.

By chance

Mr. Partner of the city's most eminent law firm, Legls,

Phaet, and Tory, was In the police station paying a traffic
ticket.

Overhearing Culpa's initial statements and just

having experienced the oppression of law, Partner volun
teered his services to Culpa, an indigent*

A police

Interrogator took Partner and Culpa to an interrogation

room, and began questioning Culpa*

Partner advised Culpa

not to answer the interrogator's questions*

Culpa, In a

state of apparent anxiety, remained silent for about thirty
minutes while the interrogator spoke to him*

Toward the

end of that period, he made some tentative statements which

strengthened the suspicion that Culpa himself had committed
the murder*

Ten minutes later he stated against Partner's

advice that he was the murderer*

He confessed fully*

The content of the confession was as follows*

Culpa

had dated the girl frequently in the past, but he had not
seen her at all during the past year until two days

before the crime.

Culpa met the girl by chance that
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evening and they went to a bar to spend the time with
mutual friends.

Their relationship was renewed, and the

girl presented Culpa with a photograph of herself.

On the

night of the crime. Culpa called at the girl's apartment,
but he was surprised at his reception*

The girl was

drunk, and her behavior was Immediately hostile*

Culpa

said that the girl used many terms of abuse which
enraged him.

Culpa said that he didn't know what happened

to him, but he became so angry with the girl that he
strangled her.

Culpa was convicted of murder and sentenced to life
in the state penitentiary*

The evidence at trial consisted

of his confession, testimony from the people with whom

Culpa and the girl had spent the evening in the bar, the
photograph, testimony frost a police inspector that the
girl had been strangled in her apartment and that she

was drunk when killed as evidenced by a medical report
and the presence of an empty whiskey bottle found near her

body*

When sentenced Culpa* declared himself deserving

of the punishment*

Tests demonstrated that Culpa's intelligence was

probably above normal, but this was difficult to determine
since his schooling U&b minimal*

His employment had bmBn

irregular, and he had committed minor criminal offenses
in the past*

Culpa served five years in prison*

At the end of this

time he was released because it was proved conclusively that
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Culpa was Innocent of the girl's murder*

She was in fact

killed by a man whom she had come to know during the
year preceding the murder*

Culpa's release from prison was given much publicity
in Bonalex, and the state legislature has appointed a
committee to investigate the possibility of altering

the law governing police interrogation and the admis-

ibility of confessions in criminal actions.

The committee,

headed by William Wisdom, has decided to hear testimony

from a psychiatrist, Samuel Syke, to determine what
relevance, If any, psychology has to its task.

The

following Is a transcript of Syke's testimony at the
committee's hearings*

Wisdom.

Culpa*

We're both familiar with the case of Carson

Do you have an explanation of why he confessed to

a crime which we know he did not commit?

Sykei

There is only one reason why a person confesses.

He is overcome by self-destructive forces within himself*
These forces are Irrational and infantile in character*

They are also unconscious for the most part, but all these
characteristics do not detract from their severity.

Rather I would say that these self-destructive forces are

all the more powerful because they are not responsive

to reality; they are not governed by reason and judgment;

and they are not likely to be tempered by real experience.
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Confession to a police interrogator is essentially a self-

defeating act which.doesn't make sense by any standard of
reason, and therefore Culpa's confession appears extra

ordinary.
Wisdom:

What was the origin of these self-destructive

forces which made Culpa commit such an extraordinary act?

3yke:

The answer to that question is complicated, but

it is precisely the sort of question which psychology is

^j^ared to answer.

I would go so far as to say that any

answer not based on psychology would be inadequate*

I

will try to speak plainly, and no doubt you will recognise

that my explanation is somewhat oversimplified*

-:,, ;.^Isdom?
l^)>,-;^yke>

We will try to bear with you*
You have to begin by accepting the discovery

^

of psychologists that every human relationship Is charac

terized by hate as well as love*

In other words aggression

is a part of every relationship even though it may not be
recognised*

Wisdoms

How do you know that the aggression is th#re

if It Is not recognized?

ggke;

What happens is this:

The natural and Instinc

tive aggression which is a part of every relationship tends
to undermine that relationship, it tends to end that rela

tiohship.

Prom their earliest years, children are dis

ciplined in the process of civilisation, and, of course,

the purpose of that process Is to promote social relation

ships, of all kinds.

In order for a person to be capable
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of even the most primitive social relationships, the aggression
which opposes socialisation must be dealt with in some way.
Psychiatrists have discovered that this aggression is
surpressed to whatever extent it cannot be expressed*

Surpressed aggression becomes directed inward*

It Is

turned against the self, and it becomes a self-destructive

force*

Unexpressed aggression results In a sense of guilt,

and the aggression (or guilt) can be observed as selfdestruction which can take the form of such self-defeating
acts as confession*

Wisdom:

Sykei

I will have to take your word for that*

Some theory Is needed to account for self-

defeating behavior —
behavior exists —

we cannot deny that self-destructive

and the theory which I have outlined

for you is quite well established.

Wisdom.

I always was led to believe that self-

preservation was man's primary Instinct. Isn't that so?

Syke:

No doubt the Instincts which promote beneficial

relationships (self-preservation In a loose sense) prevail
most of the time in most persons, but in order to understand

my remarke

you will have to abandon any theory which provides

•if

that instincts of nself-preservation11 are sufficiently
powerful to prevail all the time.

No matter how difficult

it may be to accept the Idea that vmn are subject to

irrational self-destruction, my studies and my work demonstrate
clearly that such self-destructive forces must be contended with.
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Wisdom:

Well, perhpas you have given us a hint about

what made Culpa confess, but havenH you indulged in
special pleading?
confess.

Self-destructive impulses made Culpa

Is that the same as saying that he was mentally

ill?

Syke.t

I think that such a conclusion misses my point*

The introverted aggression which I have pointed to in
Culpa exists In all persons to some extent*

Inevitable product of socialization.

It is an

All persons have

aggressive impulses and they must be dealt with so that

MBn will be able to live together in some sort of social

pattern.

Every person capable of even the most rudimentary

of civilized behavior will turn some of this aggression
inward.

We are all burdened with a sense of guilt, and

our behavior will be self-defeating to some extent.
.

Wisdoms

It's hard for me to believe that.

I can't

say that I feel any nsense of guilt11 In the sense you
seem to mean.

Syke:

I expect that's true.

can take many forms*

But self-defeating behavior

Have you ever hit your thumb with

a hammer when pounding a nail?

Even that could have been

the kind of self-punishment of which I am talking*

Many

accidents are more purposeful than they appear*

Wisdom:

to murder.

That seems very different from confessing

Do you really mean that Culpa's confession

represents an average person's behavior?
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Syket

Certainly not.

The aggression which Culpa

turned against himself and his corresponding sense of guilt
had to be particularly intense*
WisdomI

Syke:

Why should that be?

I think that I would be safe in assuming that

Culpa was incapable of mature personal relationships.

That

is, his relationships with other persons were more like
those of a child than those of an adult.

Wisdom.

Now wait a minute.

1 know you psychiatrists

say that everything that happens to a person has to do with
something that happened to him as a child.

You're not

going to tell us that Culpa confessed to murder because

of some childhood experience, are you?

Syke?

You are right that we psychiatrists find that

the first years of a child's life are Important, but
other events are important too.

I don't know anything

about Culpa's childhood, and I don't need to dwell on It*

I believe, however, that 1 can be confident in inferring
from the fact that Culpa confessed that he had failed to
outgrow certain patterns of behavior which are childlike.

Wisdom:

Syke:

What kind of behavior do you mean?

The relationships of children are characterised

by a great deal of aggression combined with more positive
impulses*

Some people never are able to form more mature

relationships that are free from great quantities of aggression.
The reason for this has quite a bit to do with their
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earliest relationships with their parents and others.

But you don't seem to want to hear about early psycho
logical development.

Wisdom8

It seems quite far from our problem with

confessions.

Do you think it would help us much to hear

about the psychological development of children?
Syket

No, I think w© can avoid it.

It is enough to

say that Culpa surpressed (perhaps without knowing it)
many aggressive impulses directed toward others.

These

aggressive impulses were then turned against himself.
Apparently he was fond of the dead woman, but we know $hat
he hated her to some extent as well.

that hate he might have killed her.

If he had expressed

He surpressed that

hete however, and it turns out that it was exhibited in
his self-defeating act of confession.
Wisdoms-

You have answered my question of why Culpa

confessed when I would not have don© so, but havenH you

raised a more difficult problem?

It seems to me that

^ypp^have said that Culpa confessed because he didn't
kill the woman.

Syke:

I don't think I can believe thatl

He would have been just as likely to confess

if he had in fact killed her.

Culpa'a relationship with

the woman, following the pattern of all his relationships,

included aggressive impulses of child-like Intensity.

A

part of his mind surpressed these impulses as wrongful,
and a positive relationship was possible becuase of that

surpression.
aggression.

His confession was a product of that surpressed
It did not result from an act.
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-Wisdorat
woman?

But what if Culpa actually had killed the

Then wouldn't his confession have meant that he

knew he had done something wrong and that he felt guilty?

Syke:

This is a very critical point.

If Culpa had

committed the murder, he would have had a great sense of

guilt and he would have known that he had "done something
wrong."

The discovery of psychology is that the thing which

Culpa would have condemned in himself as wrongful and

the thing which would have aroused his sense of guilt
could not be the act itself.

It would have been the

aggressive impulse which preceded the act.

The commission

of the act cannot in Itself generate guilt.

Wisdom;

Well, how do you account for the fact that

a person feels guilty after he has done something wrong
and not before?

Syke:

When a person has done something which he

considers wrong, an impulse which he considers wrong
has failed to be surpressed.

Guilt in ray Plcwieklan

sense will originate about the time the act is committed
only because the act and the motivating impulse are

reasonably simultaneous.

We have seen in Culpa's case

that the act la not really necessary, however, to arouse
even conscious guilt.

Wisdom:

Am I right, then, in concluding that you are

saying that those forces within a person which make him
confess have no relati6n to whether that person has committed
a wrongful act or not?
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Syke:

Yes.

That Is one of the most important state

ments I have for this committee.

The probability that any

single person will confess to a police interrogator is
not increased or decreased by his actual legal guilt.

The probability of confession is determined only by the

Intensity of his surpressed aggression and Ms resultant
sense of guilt.

Wisdom:

I would have thought that remorse generated

by the commission of an act would have been quite important,
but since you say this is not so, we would have to conclud.
that confessions are not very reliable for determining the
truth.

Am I right?

Syke:

You have a lot of evidence that your conclusion

is right.

Wisdom:

You are &war*» aren't you, Or. Syke, tlufc

Culpa was not abused In any way?
don't use "third degree/'

The Bonalex police

Ho-one has accused them of that.

Also Culpa had a lawyer.

Syke:

I know that Culpa was not beaten and that

he had a lawyer.

Both facts are very important, but for

different reasons.

Wisdom:

Well, you will admit that the law of this

state is sound when it prevents the police from beating
a 3uspect, won't you?

Syke:

My profession has not trained me to judge a law,

but I can say that ycur 3a w tends to keep a person from

confessing.

My reasons may seem strange to you, however.
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Psychology has discovered that a person needs severe punish
ment before he will confess.

This punishment does not

have tc be physical, and in moat instances it will not be

physical.

Culpa was able to confess because he had suffered

severe torment of conscience, mostly before he came to the

police station I would assume.

Physical punishment could

have served as a substitute for Culpa's mental anguish,

Some sort of punishment is needed before a person will

confess,

"Third degree" will serve as well as any, but

it is by no means necessary,

nevertheless, since physical

punishment can pave the way to confession, a person
will be more likely to confess if he is beaten.
Wisdom:

3yke:
concerned.

And won't that confession be likely to be false?

All confessions are suspect as far as I am
The confession which follows physical abuse Is

no more or less likely to be false than any other.

You

will notice that I did not say that a person confesses

tc escape punishment, whether physical or mental.

He

needs punishment in order to put himself in a position
where he can gain the mental relief of confession.

Your law, I would guess, reflects the assumption that
a confession ia a reasonable act when it is given In

response to "third degree."
confession is never rational.

You must remember that
It is precipitated only

by forces which are irrational and self-destructive.
Wisdom:
severe?

But what if the physical torture is really
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Syke:

Many persons have been able to withstand severe

torture, and I would suggest that those persons are the
ones who would not be likely to confess to a police inter

rogator under any conditions.

That is, If a person is

unlikely to confess without torture, a great deal of torture will be required to bring about a confession which

is given for the purpose of ending that torture and for
no other purpose.

is a rarity.

I would gueas that such a confession

Moreover, I would doubt that such a confession

would be very convincing, and the person certainly would

deny it in court, pointing to its origin.

If a tortured

person was likely to confess anyway, his confession would
be made possible by the torture, and it would not be

given to escape the torture.

I realize that people believe

strongly that the purpose of"third degre." methods is to
give a person a good reason to confess.

I think psychology

has provided a strong challenge to this view.

Wisdoms

What importance do you attach to the fact that

Culpa was represented by a lawyer?

He confessed anyway,

didn't he?

Syke:

He certainly did.

I'll admit that the lawyer

was no use in preventing Culpa from confessing.

The presence

of a lawyer reduces the likelihood of confession, however,
I don't need to invoke any strange-sounding theory to say

why this is true,

I have said that a person confesses to

a crime (whether he has actually committed it or not)
because he carries self-destructive forces within him.

A
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person also has some capacity to behavo in a manner which
reflects a realistic assessment of what is good for him.

In order for confossion to occur, that part of a person's
mind which militates for realistic self-protecting behavior

must be overcome.

responsive

That part of a person's mind which is

to reality must be nourished with continued

stimulation from the real world.

The presence of a lawyer —

the presence of an ally or friend at hand — gives strength
to those parts of a man's personality which promote
realistic self-protection.

A lawyer Is a forceful

representative of the real world, and it will bo more dif
ficult for self-destructive i'orcos to get the upper hand

(and bring about confession) while a lawyer is present.
Wisdom:

Syke:

That make3 3ense.

Of course.

3ut a person still may confess.

Culpa confessed.

But I think his

case should not obscure the point that in most cases a

lawyer's presence would be enough to prevent confession.
After all, Culpa must have been almost ready to confess by
th© time he entered the police staticn.

I think you have see, haven't you, that my explanation
of the psychological function of a lawyer has some
Important implications.

Wisdom:

Syke:

Can you spell them out?

I mean that the presence of a lawyer will reduce

the likelihood of confession, but that he serves no other
function of psychological relevance.

If a person
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confesses to the police In the presence of a lawyer
that confession will be just like any other, no more
or less reliable.

The fact that the person has confessed

merely reflects the great intensity of the self-defeating
forces within him.

Culpa felt just as guilty when the

woman died by someone else's hand as he would have if
he had killed her himself.

He would have felt Just as

guilty if'she had died a natural death.
Wisdom:
nm ihw — w*

He certainly
wouldn't have confessed than*
v

mini

Syke:

Some people have done just that* but you must

remember that guilt brings about self-destructive acts
other than confession.

Wisdom:

I wonder if you could speak to a different

point in the Culpa case.

in great detail*

When Culpa confessed* he confessed

He seemed to say things which only the

real killer could have known.

I can see now that most

of the detail was merely circumstantial* but how could he
have known, for example, that the dead woman had been
drinking?

Syke:

I have several comments to make on the subject

you have brought up*

Of course, I donft know enough

about the circumstances of the case to know how Culpa

could have learned any specific detail, but a psychologist

can tell you that a falsa confession appears to be as valid
as a true confession.

Anyone can learn this from observing

confessions which are known to bo false.

Certainly the

police interrogator knew that the woman had been drinking
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even if Culpa didn't.

Any confession will be a cooperative

effort between the interrogator and the accused.

I donft

mean, to say that the interrogator wants to get a confession
which 1b false.

His honest wish to succeed in getting

a valid confession Is only natural.

The zeal of an inter- ,

rogator to succeed combined with an accused person's

willii!0fi^''a "fro •conre&s offer the only explanation I know
of for the fact that false confessions appear so valid.

Wisdom;

So far we have talked mostly about what makes

a man confess and the trustworthiness of confessions*

One of the possible functions of the legislature in to

make laws governing interrogation.

What, specifically,

is the police interrogator's function in bringing about
confessIon?

Syke:

There are many.

I have already discussed

the effect of punishment administered by the interrogator.
Wisdom:

Syke:

But we don't allow that in Bonalex.

Your courts have outlawed physical punishment,

but you will remember that psychology treats that sort of
punishment equally with mental anguish.

One of the

prime functions of an interrogator is to act-with a harsh
manner toward the accused*

squimr«* so to speak.

He tries to make his subject

This is very effective punishment

for the purpose of providing that punishment which is
& prerequisite to confession.
V-jisdom;

What else' does the interrogator dc which

has psychological relevance?
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Syket

I suppose it is the interrogator's job to

provide a setting for interrogation.

Earlier I talked

about the lawyer reinforcing a person's sense of reality.
This sense of reality has to be nourishedj a lawyer is only

one

possible source of this nourishment.

An Interrogator

will make an interrogation room reflect reality as little

as possible.

Indicia of police wilX.be absent.

will be as stark as possible.

The room

Stimulation of the senses —

all evidence of the real world with which the accused is
familiar —

will be eliminated as much as possible.

Wisdom*

Well, the quaXities of a proper interrogation

setting sound quite difficult to define precisely.
Syket

Perhaps*

But they are important.

Any inter

rogator will telX you that. Along the same lines, the
present* of other persons, particularly persons known to
the accused, will reinforce hla assessment of reality.

I

sn sure that an interrogator's chances of getting a confession

would be reduoed greatly if members of the accused's family,

a good friend or even his f.XXow criminals (assuming be is
guiXty) were present. Also, an Interrogator should make

some judgment of when a suspect is "ripe for confession*"
Mindomz

Syke:

What do you mean by that?

I have told you that a person needs to experience

punishment before he will confess. Living with his guilt
(and please remember my apeciai use of the word "guilt*')
wiXX provide some of this punishment in the form of mental
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anguish as the unconscious guilt becomes conscious*

fhe

longer a person lives with his guilt the more mental
anguish he will experience*

likely to confess*

Therefore he will be more

An interrogator will probably have more

success with a person who has not been arrested immediately
after a crime*

interrogator

By th© same token, It sould be best for the

to keep a person in jail for some time before

Interrogation Is attempted*

Of course* the interrogator

should see that the suspect does not confess to someone

else first.

Also, If an interrogator gets a confession during

interrogation*

he will have to be careful that the

confession is not premature and Incomplete.

If the confession

is premature, the confession will not be a final and

full act of confession,

fhe suspect will be more likely

to refuse to sign it after It Is transcribed or to deny

It in some other way*
Wlsodm?

Police who have testified before this

committee never mentioned the importance of questioning
a suspect at a particular time*

Syket
something*

Perhaps psychiatrists could teach the police
After all, our work resembles police interrogation

In many ways.

Wisdom?

Will a suspect's level of intelligence, his

education and his background have any bearing on an inter

rogator's chances of eliciting a confession?
Sykei

Certainly intelligence and education, formal

and informal, are significant aids to appreciation of
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of the reaXities which miiltate against confession.

They

are significant in exactly the way a lawyer is significant.

What do you mean by "background"?
Wisdom:

In Culpa*s case I would mean such things as

the fact that he had experienced difficulty with the law

before, the fact that his employment was irregular and the
fact that he lived in a socially disorganized neighborhood.
Syke:

I would say that these facts all tend to be

indirect indications of Culpa1s personality characteristics,

but they prove nothing in themselves.

I think I can say

only that these facts could not be causes of the guilt which
caused Culpa to confess.

Wisdom:

Is this all you have to say about the function

of a police Interrogator in getting a confession?
Sykat

%tiip©rtantj

Ho.

I think the next point is one of my most

When a person confesses he must confess to

a father-representative.

Therefore the interrogator must

play a role something like a father.
Wisdom:

Syke:

Are we back to childhood experience?

I'm afraid so, but I don't need to give you a

complicated explanation of the importance of childhood

experience.

Let it suffice to say that people tend toward

repetition of past experiences or relationships.

The

repetition, of course, will usually be symbolic.
"Childhood experiences,"

as you call them provide an

important key to the puzzle of why guilt leads to confession.
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A man confessing to a parent-representative is like a chilli

telling his misdeeds to his father so that his relationship
to Ms father can be preserved.

Wisdoms

Your point is, anyway* that an interrogator

must somehow play the role of a father, isn't that right?
Syket

Yes, that's the nub of the matter.

The in|fc«r~

rogator does this by exhibiting feelings of regard and con
cern for the accused*

I think it sufflcies to say that

he has to play the role of a good father*

Wisdom:

Didn't you say before that the interrogator

has to be harsh and abusing?

•:•..,,.•,•,:,,,ayke i

roles*

Xes, It'd&to-

fhe interrogator has to play both

He plays them alternately, most of the time*

Two interrogators can be used to play two roles, but the

presence of a third person in the interrogation room would
tend to reinforce the suspect1s sense of reality.

Wisdom.
Syke:

What else does an interrogator do?
I think I have said all of what Is Important,

but I hope you see the full import of what I have said*
An interrogator's behavior is very subtle and complex.

His job is to cater to those forces in his suspect*s
personality which are self-destructive.

Those forces

are irrational} they are not based on reality and they are

not governed by logic, Judgment or reason.
vk&ky-way he,will get a confession.

That is the

He must at the same

time lull those contrary forces which are rational and
which tend to prevent confession.

His job Is to manipulate
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psychological processes, and he deals In psychological
manipulations to an extent no less than I do.

His

objective, however, is to turn a man against himself* and
strong forces imaccused persons help him.
Wisdom:

I detect that you have formed some views

about police interrogation.

Syke:

I certainly have, but I am trying to give you

only impartial testimony based on my understanding of
psychology*

Wisdom:

Even though Culpa's confession was false, I

think I would have to conclude that it was voluntary.

Would you agree with me?

Syke:

Wisdom:

That depends on what you mean by voluntary*

Perhaps I could say that the police did

nothing which would tend to make an innocent man confess*

Syke:
at all*

I cannot accept that definition of "voluntary11

The forces which make a person confess have nothing

to do with whether a person is innocent or not*

Whatever

the police did to Culpa would have the same effect on an
imiocent man as^a guilty one inasmuch as the police fostered
confession at all*

Wisdom:

I think I have explained this*

Put it this way:

violated one's sense of justice*

The police did nothing which
They questioned Culpa

for a short time only — forty minutes, I believe —

and

a lawyer was present*

Syke:

I dcnft think that a psychiatrist has any

special competence to testify about what violates a sense
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of justice.

I might remark, however, that if you are

saying Culpa's confession was properly admitted at his
trial because the police did nothing which violates your

sense of justice, you are giving "justice" a curious meaning.
It is true that the police may have behaved with good

manners, but I would look to the result of their taking
the confession.

The fact that Culpa's confession was

admitted at his trial had serious consequences for Culpa.

He was sent to prison.

Yet Culpa'a confession, as any

confession, was obtainable for reasons which had nothing
to do with the actual commission of a criminal act.

If

your criminal law makes punishment turn on confession, it
^panlshes a self-destructive mental condition.

It was

impossible for Culpa to escape the liability of your law.
That seems to me unusual and cruel as well.

I don't think

.that my sense of justice, for what it may be worth, is
satisfied.

Wisdom:

Culpa's confession was voluntary at least in

the sense that he wanted to confess.
confess was a free choice.

Syke:

His decision to

Isn't that right?

Not if you mean that Culpa willed his act

of confession.

It would be more proper to say that Culpa

was able to confess because his will was overcome.

The

part of his mind which is rational and responsive to reality
had

to be lulled or forced into submission before the

confession could occur.

It is true, of course, that the

wish to confess originated within himself, but these
forces which made Culpa confess were Irrational and

aggressive.

Culpa "wanted" to confess only in the sense
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that men "want" to eat.

If hunger becomes sufficiently

insistent, as it will eventually, one must eat.
Wisdom:

What if Culpa had written out a confession

before he went to the police?

That confession would be

voluntary, wouldn't it?

Syke:

Certainly.

It would be voluntary In the sense

that the state did no specific acts which brought It about.
But this seems to me to mean little.

Even the police sus

pect confessions which are obtained too easily.
Wisdom:

Then would you way that the mor. voluntary

a confession is, in my last sense, the more likely it
Is to be false.

Sykei

I think that conclusion Is suspect.

Clearly

confessions which are volunteered to the police without

any effort on the part of the police point to ithelr own
falsity.

For example, more than 200 persons confessed

to the kidnapping and murder of the Lindbergh baby.

No doubt the police had little regard for suoh confessions.
But I don't see why a confession obtained through Interrogation

should be any better, even though It may seem to be better.
Wisdom:

Syke:

Aren't you going a bit far?

Perhaps I am.

I will admit that ray comments

on this point cannot be altogether sure, but I see no

effective way of refuting them.

My reasoning is as follows:

We have seen that persons do in fact volunteer confessions
for acts which they have not committed.

the Llnbergh case illustrates that.

This is not uncommon?

Moreover, the people

who confessed to the Llnbergh kidnapping could not have had
-•>n
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a close personal relationship with the results of the
crime.

Their associations with it would have to have

been symbolic.

Wisdom:

Wait a minute.

I thought you said that

Culpa confessed because he had surpessed aggression which
would have been directed specifically toward the dead woman.

Now you mean to say that it was not necessary for his

aggression to have been a part of his relationship to
the dead woman, but a part of other relationships instead?
Syke:

Yes.

You will remember that I said Culpa1s

surpressed aggression was a part of a pattern of behavior.
Culpa might have confessed to a crime unrelated to his
own relationships if he had been able to attach his

guilt to that crime.

The personal meaning Culpa would

have found in th© unrelated crime would have been symbolic.

I have emphasised that guilt which brings about confession

Is not governed by logic or reason, and such symbolic
attachments are common.

Wisdom:

Please continue with your explanation of why

volunteered confessions are no more reliable than confessions

elicited through interrogation.

$ykes

I should think that confession would be more

likely if a particular symbolic displacement of guilt
did not have to occur.

When police arrest a suspect for

interrogation, they naturally will arrest someone who has
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some possible association with the crime.

particularly true in murder.

This would be

The police will ask them

selves, "Who would have wanted the murdered person dead?"
It is unlikely that they will look to a stranger.

There

fore, the police will suspect those persons whose sense

of guilt has some primary relationship with the crime.
In other words, the police are likely to seize upon

specifically those persona who are most likely to confess

falsely if their sense of guilt is sufficiently strong.
If the arrested person does in fact have strong guilt

feelings, he will act in a guilty manner as Culpa did.
Partial confessions contained In suspicious acts and state

ments would tend to confirm the judgment of the police

that they have the right person.

In fact, such suspicious

acts might have actually precipitated the arrest.

As the

arrested person is being Interrogated, he will probably
learh or guess at what the police know about the crime.
Under the direction of the interrogator's questions he will

tW ahle to confess convincingly.

He will truly feel ant

act guilty even though his confession Is false because he
is the victim of internal forces which bring about this
behavior.

Once he is convicted, no one is likely to doubt

the rightfulness of the conviction, and society will
really believe that justice has been done.

The conviction

will seem to stand as evidence that confessions are useful
and necessary.

I'm sorry I seem to have made a speech.
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Wisdom:

Will you have us believe that many persons

are convicted wrongfully?

Syke:

If persons are convicted on the strength of

eonf.salens, I don't sec why that Isn't so.

The validity

;^f suich a conviction will reflect mainly the accuracy of
the police's suspicions when an arrest was made.
-r'Wisdom:
'.,;:..•• Hi topi »', i in ii ih

This committee was established as part of

a law-making process, and therefore, I would like to ask

you some questions about specific provisions which might
be contained In law.

First, does your knowledge of psychology

suggest to you any conditions under which It would he

appropriate to admit a confession into evidence in a criminal
:trl&X?

•V'::;i"-.Syke:

I can state no specific conditions.

1 know

only that many confessions are likely to be false, and that
there are no rules for distinguishing true confessions from
false confessions,

/•'•T^i^dcjmj Certainly there could be objective evidence
which would confirm the confession*s validity.

Syke:

If such evidence really proved the confession,

it would prove the crime as well and you would not need
the confession.

As in the Culpa case, I think a confession

is more likely to give the appearance of special meaning
to evidence which would otherwise be inconclusive.

Of

course, my knowledge of psychiatry cannot tell you what
kind of law to make.

You may find some practical reason

for admitting confession^ even though they are not rellable.

m Q<5 m

Wladorn:

I think we can assume that we would want to

keep false confessions out of evidence, but do you think
false confessions which appear to be trustworthy are
common?

Syke:

1 don't think that there is any way to answer

that question*

Psychology suggests that it is possible

for any nuraber of apparently true confessions to be false
in fact.

It could be that many persons new In the

penitentiary are as innocent of crime as Culpa.

How

can we tell?

Wisdom:

But maybe you can be more helpful than that.

What if we had a law that said an accused person could be

interrogated only for a short period of time?
Syke:

I have no doubt that a shorter time for inter*

rogation will produce fewer confessions.
Wisdom:
Syke;

Well, wouldnH that accomplish some purpose?
Ho doubt fewer innocent persons would be

convicted, but you can see from what 1 have said that the
confessions obtained in a short time will not be more

trustworthy than those obtained after a lengthy interrogation.
the time it takes to get a confession reflects merely the
intensity of the self-destructive forces in the person

who is being interrogated.

1 reflects nothing else.

These self-destructive forces cannot originate In the

commission of a crime.

That is psychologically impossible.
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Wisdom:

What if we combined a short interrogation

period with mandatory representation by a lawyer?
Syke:

My answer is the same as my answer to your

last question:

lou would get fewer confessions, but their

reliability would not be increased.

meaning,

Let me restate my

Your suggested laws would certainly reduce

the admission of false confessions into trials, but your

law draws a line which is completely arbitrary from ray

point of view.

or they do not.

Confessions either tend to be reliable,

In my opinion — and I think my opinion

on this point is most relevant —

very nature are not reliable.

confessions by their

Nothing you have suggested

so far tends to reduce that inherent unreliability.

Wisdom:

Let's try a different tack.

Interrogation

produces not only confessions, but it provides the police
with leads to other evidence as well.

That other evidence

may be able to demonstrate its own validity*

What can

you say about Interrogation for this purpose?
Syke:

There isn't much I can say.

If interrogation

leads to evidence which really does prove legal responsibility
for the crime charged or for a crime which was previously

unsuspected, I cannot find fault with that other evidence.
Wisdom:

liberties.

The law is concerned also with certain personal

I am thinking particularly of the constitutional

right to refuse to testify against oneself and the consti
tutional right to remain silent when charged with a crime.

Do these rights have any foundation in psychoanalytic theory?
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Syke:

You say a person has a right not to testify

against himself.

I assume you mean that a person Is

not required by law to tell a police interrogator about
his wrongdoing.
Wisdom:

Syke:

That's right.

To tell a police interrogator about one's

wrongdoing is clearly self-defeating behavior, and

inasmuch as a person is r*tional he will not do so.

a person confesses, however, his rationality —
of what is good for him —
of force.

When

his knowledge

is overcome by a different sort

The law you are talking about gives a man the

right to act rationally out of self-preserving motives.
A person will do that anyway as long as he is mentally
able to do so.

A person confesses because he is no longer

able to act rationally.

He has become the defenseless

victim of self-defeating irrationality within himself.
His confession does not result from a rational decision

^IW*'confess, and the person who confesses has become unable
to make the rational decision to take advantage of a

constitutional right.

He won't be able to avail himself

of It precisely at that time when he needs it.

I can say,

however, that If a person Is given the right to tell an

interrogator that he won't answer his questions, the police
Interrogator's task of breaking down his subject will have
to be more prolonged, and it will be more difficult.
Wisdom:

You will admit, then, that a right to refuse

to speak against oneself has some meaning, won't you?
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Syke:

Yes*

It is much like the presence of a lawyer,

but It is not nearly as effective*

It will help a suspect

to buttress his rational forces, but the intensity of his

self-destructive impulses will finally determine whether
he talks*

I am not persuaded that the right to refuse to

speak against oneself Is very helpful in moat cases*

Perhaps the greatest psychological difficulty In refusing
to betray oneself is elucidated by the following principle
of psychoanalytic theory:

Even when reasonable and

self-preserving impulses have the upper hand, self-destructive
forces will still be active*

The result is that amy

course of action which is available to the suspect will
represent some compromise between self-preservation and

self-defeat.

This will occur out of psychological necessity.

A person with strong self-destructive forces —

that person

who will provide an easy mark for an interrogator —

will

not be very effective in exercising his right not to speak
against his interests.
Wisdom:

Syke;

What about a right to remain silent?

As far as I can see that Is really the same as

the right not to testify against oneself.

it

When you state

that way, however, I can tell you that psychologically*

silence is recognised by a person remaining silent as an
act of confession.

Therefore, his self-preserving impulses

will militate against silence.

A person will feel compelled

to say something to an interrogator, and then his self-destructive
forces may begin to betray him*
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Wisdom:

You have pointed out that the length of the

Interrogation and the presence of a lawyer would materially
effect the outcome of the interrogation.
Syke:

Yes, I canft think of any two things which would

effect it to a greater extent.

Of course, the interrogator

will not be successful unless he appears to have the suspect's
interests at heart.

Wisdom:

Well, I can't see how we could pass a law

relating to an interrogator's fatherly manner*

Nor do I

think we could govern by law the way the Interrogation room

Is set up with regard to the presenae of ^reality»n

For that

matter I don't see how we could regulate the interrogator's

harshness which he exhibits when he is not being fatherly.

As long as he doesn't abuse the suspect physically.
Syke:

I suppose you are right about what kind of

laws are possible*

Wisdom:

Considering all your testimony so far, I gather

that you cannot point to any major Inadequacy in a law which
would bar the admission of confessions in criminal actions

but which would allow police interrogation for the purpose
of discovering other evidence of criminal wrongdoing*
Is that right?
Syke:

Yes, I think so*

psychoanalytical principles.

Such a law would reflect sound

I am bothered only by one fact:

When you allow interrogation at all you are allowing the

- 9i+ ~
police to use most effective psychological procedures

to turn a man against himself*

This ii the essence of

police interrogation as I would see It*

Perhaps this

does not bother you*

Wisdom:

Hmmmm*

lo more question, Dr* Syke*

you for your patience.
Syke:

Thank you for yours*

Thank
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